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MOREHEAD, Ky .---Max Adani , a member of Morehead State
University's golf team , won the championship flight of the fifth annu ~
MSU Invitational Golf Tournament with a four-over-par 214 for 54 hole ~ .
A junior from Fraser, Mich ., Adani posted scores of 72 , 70 anQ
72 in the three-day event.
a 216 .

Jack Barber of Ashland was runner-up with

After an opening round of 74, Barber matched Adani's scores

·'' i th a 7 0 and 7 2 .
First-round leader Wayne Martin of Pikeville and Wa lly Rose of
Lex ington tied for third place with scores of 220 .

Martin, an MSU

graduate and basketball coach at Pikeville High School, led the first
day with a one-over-par 71 but shot 75 and 74 to finish third .

Ref:~

fired 73 , 73 and 74 .
A field of 27 amateur golfers entered the championship fligh t.
Winners of match-play flights wer e Dr. Ed Mi ller of MSU, Darm~'
Ste\·iart and Jim Thomas of Pittsb urgh , Pa . , Ringo Rindoks of Eas t
Chicago, Ind ., Harold Epperson o f Winches ter and Brian Ford of
Lcaisville .
Consolation flight winners were Mickey Wells, Bill Harrell,
Dr. Harold Rose and Steve Wright of l.\~SU, Art JJi tte ~ of M::> r ehea d and
Raul

Eigno~

of Louis v ille .

The top five finishers in medal p l ay a n d t he flight winners in
rratch p lay received gift certificates.
Ed Bignon, MSU golf p r ofessio nal , was the tournamen t manag er .
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--- More than 130 youngsters are expected to
attend the firs t session of the Morehead State University BasketbaJ :.
Camp July 9-15.
The camp , under the direction of MSU Head Basketball Co ach
Bill Harrell, is open to boys between the ages of 8 and 18 .
The camp is designed to stress basketball theory and
fundamentals with daily practice drills and demonstrations and
unlimited play on MSU ' s five indoor courts.
In addition to Harrell and MSU assistant Jack Black ,
outstanding college and professional players and high school coache f
wi ll appear as special staff members .
The second session of the camp is s c heduled July 1 6 -22,
wi7.h the third session July 23- 29.
i~cl uding

The fee for e ach session is $~ 5.

meals , lodging in MSU's air-conditioned residenc e h~lls,

insurance and a camp uniform.
Additional information may be obtained by contacting Coa ci1
Bill Harrell, Morehead State University Basketba ll Camp, .Moreh ~ ::i d,
Ky . 4 0351.
~r#tHt#
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead St8.te Un i versity Head Ba~ketball Coach
Bill H arrell haa announced the cAncella ti on of o ne week-long session 0f th e
MSU Basketball Camp.
The sess ion scheduled for July 16- 'Z '2. has been eliminated fr0m the camp
p l'og ram.
The camp opens Sunday. J uly 9. for the first sess i ·::m with the s ec '?nd
session now slated for July (3 - 29.
Ha rrell also announced 130 y'?ungsters a re en r olled f'?r e ach 0£ the
week-long sessions.
For more informati o n contact Bi ll \'..l'a rrell . MSU B C\ sketball Ca mp.
Morehead, Ky.

40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky . --- Glen Combs, the Utah Stars' 6-2 all-ABA
guard, will visit the Morehead State University Basketball camp
next week.
MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell announced the Carr creek High
School and Virginia Tech product will appear Wednesday, July 12,
as a guest instructor .
Combs began his professional basketball career with the
Dallas Chapparells and has played in two American Basketball
Association all-star games .
High school coaches joining Harrell and MSU assistant Jack
Black as special staff members are Don Lane of Woodford count y,
Wa1ne Ma rtin of Pikeville, Bert Greene of West carter County,
Mike Ta rry of Elkhorn City , Pete Grigsby of Mc Dowell and Phillip
Wood of Pendleton County.
More than 130 youngsters are expected to participate in the
week-long camp .

The second session begins July 23.

For more

information contact Bill Harrell , MSU Basketball camp, Morehead,
I<y. 40351.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Confidence in one's abilitites and good
conditioning are the most important factors in the development of
good basketball players, Glen Combs said this week at Morehead
State University.
The 6-2~ American Basketball Association all-star guard
was speaking to 130 youngsters attending the second annual MSU
Basketball Camp.
Combs, a starting guard for the ABA Western Division
champion Utah Stars and the ABA's leading three-point field goal
shooter, lectured on shooting, defense, ball handling, passing and
other basketball fundamentals.
"Young players often overhandle the basketball," Combs said.
Re advised the basketball campers to constantly stay in motion on
the court.

"I've increased my own scoring average by at least 10

points by keeping in motion," the former Carr Creek High School
star said.
In a question and answer session, Combs called teammate
Zelrno Beatty one of the best shooting big men in pro basketball,
predicted the ABA-NBA merger will take place within a year and said
enough rule changes have been made at the present time.
Another 130 students are expected for the second one-week
session of the basketball camp which opens July 23.
7-13-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The second session of the Morehead State
University Basketball camp opens Sunday , July 23, with 130
youngsters expected to attend.
Directed by MSU Head coach Bill Harrell, the week-long camp
is open to boys between the ages of 8 and 18 .
The camp is designed to stress basketball theory and
fundamentals with daily practice drills and demonstrations and
unlimited play on MSU's five indoor courts .
In addition to Harrell and MSU assistant Jack Black, six
high school coaches will serve as special staff members.

The

coaches attending the camp will be Bill Fultz of Carroll County,
Bob Hiles of Marion County, Wayne Martin of Pikeville, Wendell
Wallen, former coach at Meade Memorial and now athletic director
at Johnson Central, Jack Upchurch of Wayne county and Farce Woods
of Fleming County.
A professional basketball player will appear as a guest
lecturer.
The camp f ee is $75, including meals, lodging in MSU's
air-conditioned residence halls, insurance and a camp uniform.
Additional information may be obtained by contacting Coach
Bill Harrell, Morehead State University Basketball camp, Morehead,
Ky. 40351.

#######
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--Mike Wallen, a 6-0 guard from Johnson

Central High School, has accepted a basketball grant-in-aid at
Morehead State University.
He is the younger brother of MSU's All-OVC guard Howard
Wallen and is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard

w.

Wallen of

Williamsport, Ky .
The new Eagle recruit averaged 22 points and eight assists
per game last season as Johnson Central compiled a 22-10 record
and appeared in the State Tournament.
He received honorable mention in All-State voting and won
All-15th Region honors .
MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell also announced the 6-7 Eddie
Scott, a former standout at Lewis county High School, h a s overcome academic deficie ncies and will be eligible this fall.
Scott, now classified a sophomore, averaged 29 points and
/.l r eboun ds

a£

~

Signed by

h ig1: och ool senior .
1'!.~U ~a r l ier

was 6-8

I nd .

111111 111#=###
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Cincy Powell, captain of the Kentucky Colonel ~
and a three-time ABA All-Star, is being featured Wednesday afternoon
at the Morehead State University Basketball camp.
The 6-7 forward, who has a career scoring average of 18 . 5
points per game, will discuss the play of cornermen with the more
than 130 campers attending the week-long session .
Powell came to the colonels two years ago in a trade.

He

is considered the club's most consistent player.
A Louisville real estate developer in the off season, the
former University of Portland standout is active in several youth
projects .
MSU Head coach Bill Harrell is camp director .

Guest

instructors include MSU Assistant coach Jack Black and the following
head coaches : Phillip Wood, Pendleton county; Wayne Martin, .
Pike ville; Jack Upchurch , Wayne county: Bob Hiles, Marion county ;
and Bill Fultz , Carroll county .
Also on the staff are former head coaches Fairce Woods of
Breathitt County and Wendell Wallen of Meade Memorial.

II II II II II 111~
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Special to The M orehead News

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- About 100 candidates are expected t o report
Sunday as Morehead State University opens football drills for the 1972
season.
Head Coach Roy M . Terry a nd his staff will greet 32 returning
l e ttermen from last year's squad w hich posted a 7- 3 mark.

The team

is scheduled to check in at Dow ning Hall by 1 p. m . Sunday.
Monday is "Press Day" a nd the Eagle s w ill be is sued equipment
for the photo and interview sessions with area sports writers and
broadcasters.

A noon luncheon i s set at Alumni Tower.

Actual wo rkouts s tart Tuesday morning and are sch eduled
twice daily until the opening of the fall semester on Monday, Aug. 21.
T er ry, who was appointed la s t February, said this week he w a s
"ve ry anxious" to get started with practic e .
"We had a good s pring camp and our pr os pects for the fall are
real exciting," said the 3 0-year-old Maryland native who came to MSU
from Louisville.
The Eagles open the season Sept. 9 at home against Xavier at
7:30 p. m.

#########

· Special to The AP
By COACH ROY TERRY
Moreh ead State University

MOREHEAD , Ky . ---rt was a tremendous thrill for me last
winter to be named t h e head football coach at Morehead State University
but I also realized it would take a lot of wo rk by a lot of people to
get a new system ready for this season .
our staff felt the greatest coaches in the world could not
win if they didn't have the right p l ayers in the right places .

So,

we went through a complete recycling campaign last spring and 60 of
our 75 players saw action in two or more positions.

As a result, we

feel almost every position is set as fall practice starts .
Offensivel y , we should be able to score with junior quarterbacks Dave Schaetzke and Lou Mains providing the field leadership .
Senior fullback Bill Cason and sophomore tailback Jimmy Johnson will
do most of the rushing with help from sophomore Frank Jones .
Wide receive r posts are held by junior Mike Mattia and
sophomore Mark Altenburger who were on top when spring drills ended.
Junior Vic Wharton wi l l add depth and speed as a backup man.
Possibly the team's outstanding individual player is senior
tight e nd Gary Shirk .

He is our captain this year and brings leader-

ship and experience to the offensive line .

At tackle we have sopho-

more Steve Iker and junior Mike McCardwell with senior ooug He nwood
as a ready reserve .
(MORE)

Terry Outlook 2-2-2-2 - 2-2

The guard spots are manned by senior Mike Hawkins and
sophomore Chuck Steiner.

The center will be junior Nick Nighswander

if he can hold off redshirt Mike Sterbling.
Defensively, we are rebuilding and definitely will suffer
from lack of experience.

Senior tackles Mark Sheehan and Ray Mulroy,

senior linebacker Ken Hass and senior defensive back Ernie Triplett
are the only returning starters.

We hope they will provide the

needed leadership for a green defensive unit.
At the ends we have senior Arnold Drury, a convert from
offensive tackl e, and junior Dave cox.

The other two linebackers

appear to be redshirt Karl Hop and junior Louis Gideon.

However,

they were pushed in spring workouts by junior Dan Hennigan and redshirt Rick Fox.
The secondary lacks most in the exper i ence department.
Senior safety Dennis Crowley was moved from wide receiver last spring
to add maturity.

Sophomore Joe Gay will be the other safety with

junior Doug McCray, a former running back, at right corner and either
junior Geary Clutter or Triplett at the other.

Senior Kirk Andrews

will do all of the place kicking and help with the punting.
It should be an interesting season, to say the least.

We

think we can score but the v ital question is how long wil l it take
the defense to come of age?
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---"Defense holds the key to the 1972 football
season at Morehead State University . "
MSU Head Coach Roy Terry also told a "Press Day" luncheon
of sports writers and broadcasters here Monday that his first
Eagle squad would be "very strong" offensively and could lead
the Ohio Valley Conference again this season in total yardage.
"We have two outstanding quarterbacks, three good ·running
backs, a big line and several promising young receivers," said
the 30-year-old Terry, who was appointed to the MSU post last
winter.
However, he made no such raves about hi3 defensive unit which
returns only three starters from last year's squad.

Senior

linebacker Ken Hass and senior tackles Mark Sheehan and Ray
Mulroy are the only regulars back in harness.
"But we aren't pessimistic because there are eager young men
here who have the petential to fill all of the holes," Terry
added.

"They need some experience and the only way to get it

is under game conditions."
In all, Terry greeted 30 returning lettermen among the 97
candidates who reported Sunday afternoon.

Actual workouts were

sche duled to begin Tuesday on a three-a-day schedule until the
fall semester opens next week.
MSU opens the season Sept. 9 against Xavier at home.
is 7 : 30 p.m.

######-#####
8-14-72

Kick off

MSU Football

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Football Coach
Roy Terry sounded like a jeweler as he walked off the field here Saturday.
11

We know we have the rough gems,

polish them for the next three weeks.

11

he said.

''Now we have to

11

Terry put his Eagles through a 30-minute scrimmage and then
canceled a Saturday night workout as a reward for

11

a great week of practice. 11

MSU started the first week of drills with 96 candidates and had 92
gridders on hand Saturday.

Terry said the four quit voluntarily.

"I'm surprised we didn't lose more in this heat and with three
practices a day,

11

he added.

The new head coach, who came to MSU last February, singled out
five newcomers for "good showings 11 this week.

Listed were junior w ide

receiver Randy Pulley, freshman defensive backs Cal Long and Vic Williams,
freshman defensive tackle Mike Novak and junior defensive tackle Durwood
Brittle.

Pulley and Brittle are junior college transfers.
Terry reported the squad had experienced no serious injuries and

that only one player, junior offensive tackle Mike McCardwell, had missed
any workouts.

He is expected to return Monday.

The 30-year-old rookie head coach told MSU' s "Press Day" luncheon
last Monday that defense would be the key to the season.

Eight starters were

lost by graduation.
Asked Saturday to evaluate his replacements, Terry said:
11

We have the people who can do the job.

play as a unit.

They just have to learn to

11

MSU opens the season Sept. 9 at home against Xavier at 7:30 p. m.

f-/f-7#-
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Fall schedules in five sports have been
r eleased by Morehead St<:ite Unive.rsity.
Coach Mohammed Sabie's soccer Eagles have a 10-game card and
a season-ending appearance in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Soccer
Tournament at Berea.

Play starts Sept. 16 at home against Centre at

7 p.m.

Coach Earl Bentley's cross country squad has six regular season dates before competing Nov. 11 in the Ohio Valley Confer ence Championships at East Tennessee.

The card includes three dual meets, a

triangular and two invitationals.

A home meet with Marshall on Sept.

11 is the season opener .
Coach Sonny Allen's baseball Eagles will play seven double headers in the first year of mandatory fall play in the OVC .

The

card includes four twinbills at home and three on the road.

Action

starts Sept . 27 at Berea .
Coach George Sadler's tennis team will compete five times,
twice at home and three times on the roa d.

The s eason begins Sept. 9

at Eastern Kentucky.
Coach Ed Bignon's golfers are booked in four invitational
tourname nts, all at

ovc

schools.

Play starts

S~pt.

8 in the Eastern

Kentucky University Invitational.
Tennis and golf r esults in the fall do not count in OVC standngs.
The complete

sc~edules:

(MORE )

. .,
fall

spor ~s

2-2- 2-2-2-2
SOCCER
Sept. 16
20
23
30
Oct. 3
6
14
18
27
Nov. 4
10-11

CENTRE
At Kentucky
At Louisville
At Asbury
BELIA RMI NE
At Berea
At Tenn. Tech
TRANSYLVANIA
DAYTON
At Murray St.
At KIS Tournament (Berea)
CROSS COUNTRY

Sept . 11
16

Oct .

Nov.

26
7
18
24
11

MARSHALL
RIO GRANDE &
MARSHALL
CUMBERIAND
At Ashland Invitational
At Marshall
At Cumberland Invitational
At ovc Championships {East Tenn . )
BASEBALL

Sept . 27
30
Oct. 7
11
14
16
19

At Berea (2)
WE STERN KY . ( 2)
EAST TENN. (2)
BER&'\ (2)
TENN. TECH ( 2)
At Western i.<y. (2)
At Eastern Ky. (2)
GOLF

At EKU Invitational
Sept. 8 -9
22-23 MSU GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
INVITAT :ONAL
28-30 At Murray St. Invitational
Oct . 12-14 At Tenn. Tech Invitationa l
TENNIS
Sept. 9
23
27
30
Oct. 7
8 - 23- 72

At Eastern Ky.
EASTERN KY .
At Centr e
At Cumber land
CUMBERI.AND
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Ron Little , a former All -Ohio Valley Conference
linebacker at Morehead Sta te University , h as been

awa~ded

a graduate

assistantship on the MSU football staff .
The 23-year- old native of Fort Payne , Ala . established two
school defensive records while earning three letters .

Last season he

set rec ords for most tackles and most defensive plays in a game against
OVC rival Eastern Kentucky .
A former All-Stater at Fort Payne High School , Litt l e will
help coach the Eagle
~e~: rc..c

~ ·.1

linebacker~

and scout while pursuing a master's

:"'l eu : th: !'r,y :-,i_cal ec1ucation and j__-=-C'reation.

###
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MOREHEAD, Ky . --- Saturday is to be a day of decision for
the Morehead State University football team.
Head Coach Roy Terry sends his Eagles into their third
pre-season scrimmage and the workout is expected to spotlight most
of the players who probably will start two weeks later in the opener
with Xavier.
"We are undecided about three or four positions and want
to look at all of the candidates again under game conditions,"
Terry said this week .
He listed the question marks as a wide receiver slot and
both offensive tackle positions.
A brief scrimmage was conducted at mid-week and Terry
reported two players, senior offensive guard Mike Hawkins and
junior offensive guard Chuck Steiner, were deserving of special
mention.
"It was definitely a better scrimmage than our first but
there still is a great deal of work to be done," Terry added.
Vying for the vacant flank e r job are juniors Randy
and Vic Wharton and sophomore Mark Altenburger.
MSU offense .

Pull~y

All are new to t'he

Pulley is a junior college transfer .

Wharto~,

a

former basketballer and trackman, made the squad in cpring practice.
Altenburger is a converted defensive back.
(MORE)

.....
MSU football 2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Seeking the tackle slots ure

s er. i~rs

Doug Henwood and

Dave Rhodes, junior Durwood Brittle and sophomore Steve Iker .
Iker is the only returnee at the position.

Henwood was switched

from tight end and Rhodes moved over from defensive

tac}~le .

Brittle

is · a junior college product .
Elsewhere, returning regulars and those who won starting
jobs in spring drills appear almost certain to be in the lineup
Sept. 9 against the XU MUsketeers.
"We really don't expect any mujor changes but you never
know what will happen, especially with two major scrimmages still
to play," Terry added.
This week's injury list was sho!:"t .

Sophomore fullback

Chuck Neal went out with knee trouble and four others had heat
problems.

8-24-72
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f~ r mer

Morehead State University gri a

standouts have been appointed graduate assiBtant coaches on the MSU
football staff.
Named were Ron Little, former
linebacker~

Steve Ward,

=~~mer

Al:!.-~hio

All-OVC

center ~

Vall e y Conference
and Jim Edwards , a

three-year starter .
Little , a Fort Payne, Ala. native, es t ablished two MSU
d~f~nsive recor ~s

las t s eason agaiust OVC rival Eastern Kentucky.

An Ashland prod uct, Ward started four seasons at

Y~U

and

was a two - tirae Engle captain .
Edwards, a forme r de fensive end a nd linebacker, sig ned
earlie r this year with the Cincinnati Be ngals.

He is

f=o~

Dayton ,

Ohio.
"We' r e glad to have these young men with us," s a id Head
Coach Roy Ter:7:y . "They wi ll be definite a ssets to

8-24-72

ou~

program . "
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MOREHEAD, Ky . --- A Morehead State University football coach is
tackling t h e dual role of coach and artist.
Defen sive Line Coach Vince Semary is a "hard-nosed " coach on
t h e gridiron but also a sensitive artist in the studios of MSU's ClaypoolYoung Art Building .
The 32- year - old Semary, who hopes soon to complete a master's
degree in art education at MSU , resumed his serious pursuit of art in
January when he was hired as an Eagle assistant .
He starred on both the gridiron and in the art studio while at
the University of Kentu cky.
Later, whi l e serving as an assistant football coach and wrestling coach , he taugh t art for five years at Flaget and Trinity high
schools in Louisville .
"While I was head coach at Male High School and an assistant
at the University of Louisville, I was not very actively involved in
art , " he said.

"So I a m returning to one of my first loves after a

t h ree - year absence. "
His favorite medium is sculpture because " It gives me a third
dimension---depth-- -that painting and other media can't."
His latest sculpture project is a fiberglass work of two
enta ng l ed gridders.
(MORE)

Semary 2-2-2-2-2-2-2

The piece is designed to show "the tremendous impact and action
involved in football," Semary said.

He said that he purposely left some

of the mesh wire exposed "to add a raw, rough, unfinished feeling" to
the work.
How does his football background affect his art?
"Some of the emotions and feelings that I've acquired playing
and coaching football show up in my work," Semary said.
"I concentrate on showing emotions in my art," Semary said.
"Portraying emotion is more important to me than showing minute details."
Dr. Bill Booth, MSU art department head, feels that Semary's
football background is an asset to his art endeavors.
"Only an artist who had experienced the jolting collision of
the contact sport of football could have conceived and executed a work
of such dynamic power and movement," Booth said about Semary's football
sculpture.
Semary is hoping to join the MSU art faculty upon completion of
his master's degree.

#######
8-24-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --great sha p e .

11

Eitl11..:r we 1 re not hitling or this outfit is in

11

M or ehe ad Sta t e University He ad Football Coach Roy Terry was
referring t o his a l most non-existent injury list as the Eagles '"'rapped
up a 90-minnlc scrimmage here S a turday afternoon • .
Only one player, sophomore fullback Chuck Neal, is o n th e sideli nes
and his trouble stems from a knee operation in the off-seas on.
Terry, who reviewed the scrimmage before seeing the films,
was h appy about th e workout, especially the defensive play.
11

The defense is corning a long real we ll,

11

he said.

11

They h ad good

effort all over a nd end Dave Cox and l ineb a cker Rick Fox were super out
there.

11

lvfSU 1 s three offensive unit s scor ed twice in open field play and

five times in goal line situations.

But Terry was not as happy with them

as h e was with the defense.
11

11

T he offense is about what we expected a t this stage,

11

the coach added .

They need more work on timing in the rushing plays and our downiield

blocking could be sharper.

11

The first-year h ead coach reported he was impressed by the performances of
sophomore t a ilback Jimmy Johnson, senior tight end Gary Shirk, freshman
tight end R a y Graham, jun ior flanke r Vic Wharton c...nd s ophomore flanker
M a rk Altcnlmr gc r.
11

.AJl

tlnc~

of ci.!r top quart.l rh ckP (jun:i<>rs Da.,•e Sc b a.et?.kc and J ,ou }.;fains and

snpli01no 1· c· Ah:':

l~rd.wn~:r)

u1 11 p osition th:i1

do1~sn 1 t

luoJ,

l il-..l~

ihey 1 re i· c·.Hl y t o play,

11

Te rr y :=:aid.

w0r17 d.ll) 11 us. 11

(mOTl!)

11

Tha t 1 s

1v1SU Football 2-2-2-2-2

,
The coach sai<l thre e new freshmen -- !incbacker Jerry Spaeth and
defensive backs Vic

William~

and Cal Long - - were "pleasant surprises 11

in the first two weeks of drills ..

MSU opens the season ai home St•pt. 9 against Xavi er at 7 :30 p. m.
However, the first .action of the year comes this Saturday in a game-type
scrimmage with Louisvilleo
Terry said the scrimmage would be closed to the public to keep
away scouts from each school's opponents.

A starting time has not been

a nnounced for the clash at Breathitt Sports Center Stadium.
In oth er football developments, MSU Athletic Ticket Manager Joe

P lanck reported that reserved scat tickets for i ndividual games will go
on sale this Fr i day at the Univc:rsity Business Office.
" We still have plenty of good seats for season tickets,

11

he faid 0

Grandstand reserved seats arc $ 12. 50 for the season and a box of eight
seats for all five h ome games i n $90.
No general admission tickets will be sold in advance , P lanck
a dded.

lf#l/##41
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---E<ldie Conley, a for mer basketball co-captain
at Morehead State University, has been awarded a gradua te assistantship on the MSU basketball sta f f.
The 27.-year-old native of Burdine lettered three

yea~s

at

MSU and was co-captain of the 1971-72 Eagle team that tied for the
Ohio Valley Conference championship.

A 6-0 guard, Conley received

the most valuable senior award last season.
A former Jenkins High School star, Conley will help coach

the junior varsity team and scout while pursuing a master's degree.

#-#
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MOREHEAD, Ky . ---"Morehead State University Football 1972,"
a weekly television show featuring Head coach Roy Terry, starts
this Sunday on WI<YT-TV, Channel 27, in Lexington .
The 30-reinute program will be aired each Sunday at noon for
the next 12 weeks .
a graduate of

Host for the season is Russell Dean of WKYT-TV,

~orehead

State .

Featured each week will be films of the preceding game,
interviews with players and coaches, scouting reports and
appearances by various university personnel.
The show will be followed by NFL football from CBS .

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky . ---'rhree promising freshmen have accepted track
grants-in-aid at ll..orehead State University .
MSU Head Track Coach Earl Bentley announced the signing of
Gary Dean, a high jumper from Dayton, Ohio ; Doug Bedwell, a hurler
from Hartford City, Ind.; and Doug Osborn, a miler , also from
Hartford City .
Dean, also a standout basketball player, was the league
high jump champion at Bellbrook High School with a leap of 6 feet,
4 inches.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs . Russell Dean, 4409 Center-

ville Road, Spring Valley, Ohio.
Bedwell won the 120-yard high hurdles in state competition
with a time of 14.6 seconds .

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James

Bedwell, 1104 W. Perry Ave., Hartford City.
Osborn, whose best mile time is 4 : 23, was last year's mile
and cross country individual champion in the Central Indiana
Conference.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Osborn, 306 E.

Main St., Hartford City .
Dr. Bentley reported that Osborn also will be a member of
this fall's cross country team at MSU .
II II 1111###
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"The Year of the Gold " at Morehead State University starts Saturday, Sept. 9, when Xavier University comes to
town to open the football season.
The 7:30 p.m. kickoff at Breathitt Sports Center will be the
head coaching debuts of MSU's Roy Terry and Xavier's Tom Cecchini.
Both inherited 33 lettermen but Terry's returnees came from a
7-3 squad while Cecchini's veterans played on a 1-9 outfit, the third
straight such record for the Musketeers from Cincinnati.
"We expect each team to make a lot of mistakes," Terry said.
"That usually happens in opening games and especially when several
young players are involved."
"The Year of the Gold" stems from Morehead State's Golden
Anniversary Celebration which began early this year.

The Eagles are

wearing gold-colored cleats and special helmet decals in honor of
MSU's 50th birthday.
Xavier and MSU have not met on the gridiron since 1950 and the
Muskies hold a 2-0 edge in the series.

They were returned to the

schedule this year as the opener in order to give the Eagles an open
date midway through the season.
"We don't know a lot about Xavier," Terry reported .
didn't have a spring game.

"They

Howe ver, we've seen films from last year

and they have some fine personnel."
(MORE)

msu football 2-2-2-2-2-2
As, for his own squad, Terry was concerned about the defense
when fall practice started.

Only three starters return and the

replacements lack experience.
"We know our people on defense can do the job," Terry said.
"But it may take them a game or two to get used to playing together."
Back in harness on the defensive unit are senior tackles Mark
Sheehan and Ray Mulroy and senior linebacker Ken Hass.

Others expec-

ted to be in the starting lineup are senior Arnold Drury and junior
Dave Cox at ends, junior Louis Gideon and freshman Karl Hop as the
other linebackers and senior Dennis Crowley, juniors Doug McCray and
Geary Clutter and sophomore Joe Gay as defensive backs.
The offensive unit was the best in the Ohio Valley Conference
last season and most of it returns.

Vets include senior tight end

Gary Shirk, junior split end Mike Mattia, junior quarterback Dave
Schaetzke, senior fullback Bill Cason, senior guard Mike Hawkins,
junior center Nick Nighswander and junior guard Chuck Steiner.

Other

probable starters are sophomore tailback Jimmy Johnson, sophomore
flanker Mark Altenburger, sophomore tackle Steve Iker and junior tackle Durwood Brittle.
Saturday night's opener is e xpected to draw a capacity crowd
of 10,000 as "The Year of the Gold" begins at MSU.
111111111~ I~
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Tickets for the Morehead State-Marshall
football game Sept. 16 in Huntington are on sale at the MSU
Business Office.
All seats are reserved.

Tickets are $2 for students and

$4 for other persons.
The game is expected to be a sellout in Huntington. · MSU
has been allocated 500 tickets.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State's veteran offense sputtered
and its young defense was overrun here Saturday night as Xavier swept
to a 26-7 football victory over the Eagles.
MSU Coach Roy Terry, who made his debut as a head coach , said

the outcome was decided in the third period when his Eagles lost two
scoring opportunities within five minutes of each other while trail ing
14-7.

Terry said a fumble killed the first chance and that he called
the wrcng play on the second try.

Xavier scored twice in the last

period while its defensive unit kept MSU bottled up .
MSU jumped to a 7-0 lead in the first quarter when sophomore

tailback Jimmy Johnson dived over from the one-yard line.

The

scoring play was set up by two penalities totaling 78 yards .

Kirk

Andrews kicked the extra point.
"We looked good at times and we looked terrible at times, "
Te:Lry said Monday after seeing the game films.

"Too many peop le W8re

standing around on defense and our execution was poor on offense . "
Freshm8n linebacker Rick Fox was named the game's outstanding
player by the MSU coaching staff .

He had 11 tackles after coming in

to replace an injured player early in the second quarter.

Senior

linebacker Ken Hass had 11 tackles and three assists and was named the
bezt defensive player .

Junior guard Chuck Steiner was picked as the

t op offens ive player.
(MORE)

,

'
msu football 2-2-2- 2-2-

T erry also commended senior tackle Ray Mulroy who led both
teams with 12 tack l es and two assists and senior fullback Bil l
Cason whose blocking was described as "tremendous."
The Eagles hit the road to Huntington,

w.

Va. this Saturday

for a 1:30 p.m. date with Marshall ' s Thundering Herd.

It will be

Marshall ' s opener.
"Marshall is young but they have good speed and quickness,"
Terry said.

"We know they ' re much, much better than last year. "

As for his own squad , Terry said he was "disappointed" with
the Xavier performance, especially the defense where eight new people
started.
"Hopefully we ' ll get better with age , " he added .

######
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MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Morehead State University's cross country
t e am opened its 1972 season on a winning note this week with a
sweep of Marshall.
Dr . Earl Bentley's harriers raced to the first five
individual places in a 15-40 triumph at the MSU Golf Course.
Three Eagles finished in tie for first place.

Side-by-si d~

a t the end were Jack Sivori, Ron Pontrich and Dennis Schafer .

Also

scoring for MSU were Nick Tsanges and Hosea Johnson.
The squad returns to action this Saturday in an 11 a . m.
triangular meet at home against Rio Grande and Eastern Kentucky .
MSU's tennis team suffered a different fate last weekend
as Coach George Sadler's netmen dropped a 5-4 decision at Easte rn .
Winning for MSU were Tom Ruge and Gary Lawrence in
s ir-gles and doubles and Jim Haley and Bill Spell in doubles.
The tennis Eagles are idle until Sept . 23 when
pays a return visit at 1 p . rn .
######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Head Coach Roy Terry and captain Gary
Shirk, a senior tight end, are featured on the cover of "1972
Morehead State University Football*" this year's grid press guide
at MSU .
The annual publication includes 60 pages of photographs ,
records and biographical information on MSU's administrators,
coaches and players.
A limited number of copies are available to the general
public at a cost of one dollar.

'rhe address is "Sports Information

Director, MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351."
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MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Bad news came in a double dose Wednesday
morning to Morehead State University Head Football Coach Roy Terry .
He learned that senior defensive tackle Mark Sheehan must
undergo knee surgery and will be lost for the year.

Also, quarter-

back Dave Schaetzke has a shoulder injury and probably will not play
this Saturday at Marshall.

Both were hurt in Tuesday's practice.

Sheehan, a former standout at Louisville Trinity, was starting
for the fourth season and was among three defensive regulars who
returned this fall.
Schaetzke, a two-time All-OVC selection and still only a
junior, was the OVC's total offense leader last season .
"We're trying to regroup and get ready for Marshall," Terry
said .

"Sheehan was very important to us as a leader on this young

defensive unit.

He'll be hard to replace.

t hat nave can recove r quickly.

Meanwhile, we're hopeful

11

Terry said that if Schaetzke is out, the quarterbacking job
will go to either junior Lou Mains or sophomore Alex Brawner.

Both

ar e considered good passers.
MSU opened the season last Saturday with a 26-7 loss to Xavier
at home .
"I sure hope this is not an indication of things to come,"
the first-year head coach said Wednesday when Head Trainer Ray MUllins
gav e him the injury report.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three golfers , including the Florida high
school individual champion, have accepted grants-in-aid at Morehead
State University.
MSU Golf Coach Ed Bignon described the signees as "three outstanding young men who can help us win an OVC championship."
Signed were Robert (Little Bit) Eldridge of Fort Myers, Fla.,
this year's state champ: Eddie Mudd of Louisville, winner of this
year's Falls City Junior Tournament; and Rick Jurbala of Berwick, Pa.,
a transfer from Bloomsburg State College •

•

•

Eldridge, a product of Fort Myers Senior High, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Eldridge, 1418 Jefferson Ave., Fort Myers.
Mudd, a two-sport star at Butler High School, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Mudd, 3512 Mildred Dr., Louisville.

•

•

His father is

a former MSU football player.

•

•

TELEPHONE:
AC: 606/783-3325

Jurbala, who is eligible this fall, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Jurbala, 1412 Warren St., Berwick.
"This has been a great recruiting year," Bignon added •
"These young men will he]p us immediately . "

######
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MOREHEAD , Ky.--- "American girls should be encouraged t o
participate more in

volleyba~l.

gymnastics , and track and field

events . "
Speaking was Dr. Mohammed Sabie, Morehead State University
professor of health, physica l education and recreation, who returned
this week from the 20th Olympic Games in Munich .
Dr. Sabie , MSU's highly successful soccer coach, was combining pleasure with business by attending the games.

He had attend-

ed a four-day meeting in London and spent three days touring physi cal education facilities in Paris as a member of the International
Council of Health , Physical Education and Recreation.
The council also held a scientific congress meeting in
Munich.

"Speakers from throughout the wor l d delivered speeches in

German, French and English," Dr . Sabie said .
"We took a bus through the mountains from Paris to Munich,
and I really enjoyed the beautiful Bavarian countryside," he said.
His group of 27 educators had flown from New York to London under
the auspices of the National Education Association.
"The NEA gave us one ticket a day to the games , but I saw
an average of three events a day ," said Dr. Sabie, who went to the
1968 Olympics at Mexico City as a spectator and ended up coaching
teams from hi s native Iraq .
"This year I went purely as a spectator and Iraq didn ' t eve n
send a team," he said. · "I saw Russia win the gold medal in the 100
meters and watched the final of the girls' volleybal l competition
between Japan and Russia."
"I think vol l eybal l is the most exciting indoor sport,"
Dr. Sabie said .

.,:

He remarked that he was disappointed with the show-

ing of the U.S. volleyball team since the sport was originated in
this country.
(MORE)

•

Sabie-2-2-2-2-2-2

"Volleyball is considered more of a recreational sport in

•

the states while o the r countries emphasize it as a competitive
sport," he said.
Dr. Sabie watched compe tition in basketball, volleyball,

.

•

water polo, track and field, team handball, canoei ng and, of course,
soccer.
"I can't gripe about officiating in my team's soccer games
after seeing the Olymp ic officiating, " Dr. Sabie comme ntf?d .

•

Concerning basketbal l competition, h e said, "Mos t college
t eams in Kentucky could beat some o f the Ol ympic teams such as Spain.
Some of the t e ams are still weak o n f undamentals . "

•

He visited the Olympic Village as a guest of William Exum,
athl etic dir e ctor a t Kentucky State University .

"The security

seemed tight to me , and our group' s passes were checked three times
before we were allowed to entei:;," he said.

•

He roomed with a German fami ly in Munich and was impressed
by the Germans ' conserving utilities and with the amount of exercise
they receive .

•

"Euro peans a r e more active in sports than Americans," h e
said.

"Girls participat e in track competition in the parks.

Euro-

peans are active in clubs for mou ntain climbing, cycli ng , hiking and
canoeing."

•

"If our cou ntry wants to continue its position among th e
world's leade rs in sport s , we must place more emphas i s on physical
fitness , " he said •

•
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---c. Dale Caudill of Morehead says he probably
enjoys televised football game s more than anyone.
The small screen seems natural to the 32-year-old vice president
of the Peoples Bank because he has been filming Morehead State Uni versity
football games for 20 years.
Caudill , a 1962 graduate of MSU , began taking game films as a
seventh grader at University Breckinridge School in 1953 and hasn't
missed an Eagle home game since.
He has filmed more than 100 games and that ' s a lot of time
looking through a viewfinder.
"After all of that footage, it ' s perfec tly normal to see the
game in miniature ," Caudill says .
bec~use

"I especially e njoy the zoom angles

closeups give a cameraman the best seat in the stadium ."
Photography is caud.ill's hobby but he says football fi l ming

is even more appealing because he loves
part of it.

~1 e

game and likes to be a

Be receivei no pay for his services.

Conditions have improved vastly from the days when Ca udi l l and
Dr. Norman Tant , who supervises game filming, used to haul their equipment up to the roof of the old stadium with a rope.
"Things are a bit
Caudill said.

·e a~i c r

now and we have better equipment,"

"But one thing has never changed and that' s the thrill

of watching the Eagles play football .
111111111111=#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"Three big plays made the difference and
each resulted from our defensive inexperience."
Morehead State University Head Football Coach Roy Terry was
discussing Saturday's 27-24 loss to Marshall, the Eagles' second d ef e at in two games.
"Both of their touchdown passes and that long gaine r late i n
the game were successful because most of our people on defense are
new and still are learning their positions," Terry said.
"But, on the whole, we had a much better showing and our
young men generally gave a good account of themselves, " the new c o ach
added.
MSU was leading 24-20, and appeared headed for victory with
less than four minutes to play when Marshall's Ned Burks broke away
for a 53-yard run which ended on the Eagle 19.

The Thundering Her d

scored three plays later.
Substitute quarterback Lou Mains tried twice to bring MSU
back into contention in the final two minutes.

The first drive e nd-

e d when tailback Jimmy Johnson, MSU's offensive standout with 114
y a rds rushing and two touchdowns, was stopped inches short o f a fi r s t
d own.

The last desperate effort was stopped by a pass interception

with 12 seconds remaining.
(MORE)

MSU football 2-2-2-2-2-2-2

The Eagles piled up 329 yards in total offense but their
defense yielded 409 yards to Marshall.
Mains hit on eight of 19 passes for 101 yards and a touchdown on a 24-yard heave to flanker Mark Altenburger.
on runs of six and eight yards.

Johnson scored

Fullback Bill Cason also had a good

rushing effort, getting 74 yards in 17 carries.
Kirk Andrews kicked four extra points and tied his own school
record with a 42-yard field goal.

Senior tackle Ray Mulroy was

picked as MSU's top defensive player.

He was credited with eight

tackles and four assists.
Ken Hass and Joe Gay intercepted Marshall passes and Durwood
Brittle and Dennis Crowley each recovered MU fumbles.
Terry reported Sunday that senior tight end Gary Shirk, the
team's top receiver, was injured in the Marshall game and may not
play this week.
The Eagles open their Ohio Valley Conference schedule this
Saturday night at Middle Tennessee.

Coach Bill Peck's Blue Raiders

are 2-0 on the year and fresh from last weekend's 30-3 romp over UTMartin.
"There's no other way to say it," Terry said.
a great football team.

It may be our roughest game of the year."

######
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•
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Offense was the name of the game Saturday
night as Morehead State University rallied for 14 points in the final

•

four minutes to tie Middle Tennessee, 35-35.
The highest scoring deadlock in Ohio Valley Conference history

•

left MSU with a record of 0-2-1 overall and 0-0-1 in the OVC •
"We should have won," Eagle Head Coach Roy Terry said.

"Our

defense let them off the hook in the second half and we really had to

e

scramble to get a tie. 11
MSU charged to a 21-7 halftime lead but Middle's Blue Raiders
erupted for four touchdowns in the second half to take a 35-21 lead

•

with six minutes to play.
Junior tailback Doug McCray, moved to offense last week from

•

t he secondary, scored on a 16-yard pass from Dave Schaetzke with 3 :36
remaining.

He dived one yard for another TD with 1:02 to play.

Schaetzke hit junior flanker Vic Wharton on a 74-yard pass
•

play and then ran the ball 14 yards to set up McCray's second touchdown.

•

Schaetzke tried to run for the conversion but was tackled and

fumbled the ball into the end zone where McCray fell on it to give
MSU two more points and a tie.
Middle Tennessee missed a 29-yard field goal attempt on the

•

last play of the game •

(MORE)

•

MSU football 2-2-2-2-2-2-2
Senior cornerb ack Ernie Triplett was named MSU 1 s top defensive
performer after a 38-yard return of a pass interception f or a touc hdown and a fumble recovery which set up another TD.
Senior linebacker Ken Hass turned in 12 tackles and two
assists.

Junior center Nick Nighswander was picked as the outs tanding

offensive lineman for the second straight week.
Wharton, a converted basketball player, earlier scored a
touchdown on a 39-yard pass from Schaetzke.

He caught three passes

for 103 yards to become MSU 1 s most valuable player of the game.
MSU's other touchdown came on a five-yard run by sophomore
tailback Jimmy Johnson.

Senior Kirk Andrews kicked three straight

extra points to extend his school record to 23 consecutive one-pointer s
over two seasons.
Freshman tight end Ray Graham, starting for the injured Ga r y
Shirk, snared three passes for 42 yards.

Freshman defensi v e ta ckle

Mike Novak, a replacement for the injured Ray Mulroy, was c redite d
with eight tackles and five assists.
"We started five freshmen and all of them did a good job , "
Terry said.
MSU, still looking for the first win of Terry's head coaching
career , is at home this Saturday night against Murray State.

The

Racers are 0-2 after Saturday's 10-0 loss at Tennessee Tech.

The y

lost earlier to Western Carolina, 21-12.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two infielders and a lefthanded pitcher
have accepted baseball grants-in-aid at Morehead State University .
Signed by Coach Sonny Allen were pitcher Jim Duff of

•

Nashville, Ind., second baseman Ken Nooe of Cincinnati and shor tsto
Dicky Tackett of Drift, Ky.

•

Duff, an all-conference performer, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs . James

o.

Duff, Rt. 3 , Nashville .

Nooe, an all-city selection at Deer Park High School, is

•

the son of Mr. and Mrs. James Nooe, 7625 Plainsfield Road ,
Cincinnati.

•

Tackett, an all - district pick at Mc.Dowell Hi g h School , i s
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Efford Tackett of Drift .
All three signees are expected to see action this year as

•

MSU begins its first season of mandatory fall play in the Ohio
Valley Conference .

#######
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By KEITH KAPPES
MSU Sports Information Il.rector
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- They told Lou Mains he was too heavy
and too slow to be a college quarterback.
But he didn't believe it and Morehead State University football
fans have been glad ever since.

The Ironton, Ohio, junior has

earned two varsity letters at MSU and is involved in his third
straight battle with Dave Schaetzke for the starting job.
Lou, who used to be called

11

Tank" when he weighed over

200 pounds, started the Marshall game last week and passed for 101
yards and a touchdown in what Head Coach Roy Terry described as
"a good job by a dedicated young man. 11
Grit and determination have overcome several barriers for
the curly-haired young man who is the pride of Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Mains and Ironton St. Joseph High School.

Despite Lou's All-State

recognition as a quarterback and linebacker, he was ignored by
college recruiters.
11

They told me college football was out of the question because

I was too slow to play either position,

11

he recalls.

"Then I set out

to prove them wrong."
Lou chose Morehead State after visiting the campus.
to MSU as a "walk-on" candidate in the fall of 1969.

He came

No aid was

available so he paid his own expenses.
His determination stiffened after being redshirted and placed
on the scout team that fall.

He worked hard to get his weight down

and to learn the intricacies of quarterbacking.

From that first year

when he ran the 40-yard dash in 5. 4 seconds, he is now slightly below 5. O.
His weight is at 190 and steady.
(more)

Mains 2-2-2-2-2
Lou will never be a track star but his strong passing arm,
forceful leadership and football savvy have more than compensated
for his lack of great physical ability.
The adjustment to college life nearly nipped his college career
in the bud during that first year.

He almost flunked out of school

and it required summer school and some stern words from his father
to get him back on the academic beam.
"I grew up that year in a lot of ways and will always be grateful
that my parents and coaches didn't give up on me,

11

he said.

Lou's efforts on the field and in the classroom were rewarded
with a fourth of a scholarship in 1970 and a half scholarship in 197 1.
This fall he came back on a full scholarship and, in his own words,
"now can eat every meal."
He fights every day for the No. 1 job and isn't ashamed of his
status for the past two seasons as the backup man for Schaetzke who,
incidentally, is his roommate on road trips.
"We're competitors but we're also friends and both of us realize
the team is more important than any pe rs anal glory, " Lou said
recently.
Coach Roy Terry perhaps captured the essence of his stocky
quarterback with this observation:
11

By any standard, Lou Mains is a winner. "
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MOREHEAD, Ky . ---A startling run by second-string fullback
Roger Reese powered Morehead State to a 27-24 football victory over

•

Murray State last weekend but the win came at a high price •
MSU Head Coach Roy Terry reported Monday that sophomore tailback Jimmy Johnson, the squad's top rusher and scorer, and senior

e

offensive guard Ray Newsome, a key reserve, would be sidelined for
the rest of the season with shoulder injuries.
And, to make matters worse, the man responsible for keeping

•

the athletes healthy, Head Trainer Ray MUllins, was injured in a
sideline collision and had to undergo knee surgery.

•

"It was a rough, bruising contest and we were a much better
football team than in our first three games," Terry said of the win ,
his first as a college head coach.

e

"However, the new injuries made

our depth situation even more critical . "
Already on the injured list are senior defensive tackles Mark

•

Sheehan and Ray Mulroy and senior defensive back Bob Burnett .

Sheeh an

is gone for the year and the other two are not expected back for t wo
o r three weeks .
Terry said senior fullback Bill Cason and senior defensive
end Arnold Drury sustained "minor" injuries against Murray but probably
would be ready this Saturday night when the Eagles take their 1 - 2-1

•

record to Austin Peay o

The Governors are 0-3 0
(MORE)

•
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Reese's heroics came late in the qame after he had replac ed
Cason with MSU trailing 24-20.

A transfer from Marietta Colleg e wh o

had never carried the ball for MSU, Reese gained seven yards and a
first down on his first rush and then exploded for a 50-yard gallop
on the second try to carry the ball to the Murray 3.
Junior quarterback Dave Schaetzke then dashed across for
the winning touchdown, his second of the night.

Earlier, he scooted

one yard to paydirt.
Sophomore tailback Frank Jones, who will replace Johnson in
the starting lineup, tallied MSU ' s other six-pointer on a one-yard
plunge.

Jones was the top Eagle rusher, getting 78 yards in 22

carries.
Senior placekicker Kirk Andrews assaulted the MSU record
book with nine points on two field goals and three straight extra
points.

He broke the school mark for most points by kicking in a

game, tied the record for most field goals in a game and extended
his record for consecutive extra points to 26 with 10 straight this
season.
Senior tight end Gary Shirk caught five passes for 60 yard s
to lead the Eagle receivers.

Senior defensive back Ernie Triplett

intercepted a Murray pass in the end zone and made eight tackles t o
lead the defense's best effort of the year.
The win left MSU with a 1-0-1 mark in the OVC.

Austin P e ay ,

a 21-6 loser to Eastern Kentucky last Saturday, is 0-2 in the league.
10-2-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--- A basketball rules clinic for high sch ool

•

officals and coaches is being conducted Tuesday, Oct. 10, at
Morehead State University.

•

The 7 p.m . session at Laughlin Fieldhouse will be staged
b y the Kentucky High School Athletic Association.
Every coach and official is required to attend one such

·•

clinic each year .

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's football, soccer

•

and cross country teams came up with victories in weekend action •
The golf squad finished seventh in the

Mur~ay

State

Invitational and baseball and tennis were rained out.

•

Coach Roy Terry's football Eagles rallied for 17 points
for the fourth quarter to take a 27-24 win over Murray State at home.
Dr. Mohammed Sabie's soccermen snapped a two-game losing

•

streak with a 3-1 conquest of Asbury on the road.

Vic Pinion scored

two goals and Frank Sloan added the third as the Eagles upper their

•

season record to 1-2 •
snnl')nmn1'"i=>

!:'•~J-._. .. i::;

(""

,

-

.,)~na .L c

....

of 24:38 as the cross country Eagles swamped CUmberland, 19-36.

•

Schafer's clocking for the five-mile distance was seven seconds
better than Dan Price's previous mark set last year against Eastern
Kentucky •

•

11111111111111
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•
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Morehead State University football

•

players are leaders in this week's Ohio Valley Conference statistics •
Quarterback Dave Schsetzke leads in total offense, averaging
143 yards per game.

•

Schaetzke, last year's total offense leader,

has rushed for 131 yards and passed for 298 in three games •
Senior tight end Gary Shirk tops the pass receivers with
four catches per game.

•

The Eagle captain has caught 12 passes

for 136 yards in three games.
Kirk Andrews is second in kick scoring with 4.7 points

•

per game.

Lou Mains is third in punting and Schaetzke is fourth

in passing.
Jimmy Johnson, MSU's top scorer and rusher, is the OVC's

•

second highest scorer with six points a game.

However, the

sophomore tailback was injured last week and is out for the season.

•

In team statistics, Morehead State is third in offeQse but
on the bottom in defense.
The Eagles are in third place in conference standings

•

•
•

with a 1-0-1 slate and are 1-2-1 overall.
this Saturday night.

######
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MOREHEAD, Ky .---A patched-up defense and a new tailback we re

•

credited with Morehead Sta te's 31-21 football victory over Austin
Pe a y Saturda y night in Clarksville, Tenn .
Sophomore tailback Fra nk Jones , starting for the first time,

•

rushe d for 120 yards a nd two touchdowns as the Eagles relied on
almost entirely their ground game .

•

The win, MSU's second straight , boosted its record to 2-2-1
overall and 2-0-1 in the Ohio Vall e y Conference, good for third
place •

•

"We got a much bette r effort out of our defensive unit and
forced Austin Peay to ma k e some costly mista kes," said MSU Head

•

Coach Roy Te rry •
Two more new f aces started on defe nse for the Eagles and one
of them, freshman line b acker Karl Schmitt , accounted for nine

•

t ackles a nd one a ssist •
In all , MSU's three starting linebackers pro d uc ed 30
individual t ackl es and 12 assists .

•

Se nior Ken Hass led the way wi th

11 main hits a nd eight assists .
Austin Peay's winless Governors made four turnovers .

•
•

MSU

safety Joe Gay inte rc ept ed a pass a nd APSU fumbles were r ecovere d
by e nd Dave cox and corn erbacks Geary Clutter and Ernie Triplett.

(MORE)

•
msu football 2-2-2-2-2-2-2

•

MSU s&nior Kirk Andrews kicked a 31-yard field goal and four
extra points to extend his record skein to 30 conversions over two
seasons with 14 coming this fall •

•

Other Eagle touchdowns came on a 33-yard pass from Dave
Schaetzke to Vic Wharton and on Schaetzke's 11-yard run.

•

The junior quarterback, the OVC's total o£fense leader , passed
only five times with two completions good for 47 yards.
"We had poor field position most of the night and it's too

•

dangerous to pass when you're deep in your own territory," Terry
said.
Jones, who replaced the injured Jimmy Johnson, scored TD's on

•

runs of two yards each.

Terry described his rushing as "an

outstanding performance."

•

The Eagles are off this week and return to action Oct . 21 in
their Golden Anniversary Homecoming game with Tennessee Tech.
"We need the time to rest and get some of our injured back

•

into action," Terry added •
The Eagles have three defensive starters - tackle Ray Mulroy,
safety Dennis Crowley and linebacker Karl Hop - on the sidelines .

•

"Tech has a great football team," Terry said .

"Our people

will have to be healthy and ready if we hope to stay with them."

•
•
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Morehead State

Univers~ty

·athletic teams

were in action last weekend and four of them recorded victories.
Coach Roy Terry's

~ootball

Eagles put up a strong second

half defense to drop Ausein Peay, 31-21.

Sophomore tailback Frank Jones

rushed for 120 yards and two touchdowns.

The gridders, idle until

Homecoming Day, are 2-2-1 overall and 2-0-1 in the OVC.
Coach Sonny Allen's baseball Eagles made a school record five
double plays and sophomore righthander Jeff Garman turned in his second
straight win

~n

a doubleheader split with East Tennessee.

MSU won the opener, 5-0, and dropped the nightcap, 4-0.

The

Eagles are 2-2 in fall baseball and 1-1 in the OVC's Eastern Division.
They are at home with doubleheaders Saturday against Tennessee Tech and
Monday against Western Kentucky •
Dr. Mohammed Sabie's soccer Eagles won a pair, 4-2 over
Bellarmine and 2-0 over Berea.

Their record is 3-2 and the next home

game is Oct. 18 at 7 p.m. against Transylvania •
Coach George Sadler's tennis Eagles whipped Cumberland, 7-2.
Winners· in singles were Bill Spell, Jeff Williams, Gary Lawrence and
Roger Hendrickson.

Taking doubles matches were Spell and Jim Haley,

Williams and Steve Erickson and Tom Ruge and Lawrence.
Dr. Earl Bentley's cross country Eagles placed third in the
13-team Ashland Invitational at Ashland, Ohio.
seventh for MSU's highest individual finish.
10-10-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A revised varsity basketball schedule and a
15-game junior varsity card for 1972-73 have been released by
Morehead State University.
The revised varsity schedule has coach Bill Harrell's Eagles
playing Illinois State on Jan. 8 in the new Nassau Coliseum on Long
Island .

Previously, the game was booked Jan. 9 in Normal , Ill.

addition, entries have been changed in the Michigan Invitational
Tournament Dec. 18 and 19 in Ann Arbor, Mich.
has replaced Yale in the four-team field.

Western Michigan

Also entered are MSU ,

Michigan and Toledo .
The varsity season opens Nov. 27 at the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte.
Eight games with junior colleges and seven with other jayvee
teams make up the 1972-73 slate of MSU's "Young Eagles ."
opener is Nov. 29 at home against Morris Harvey.
The complete cards:

(MORE)
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Basketball workouts begin this weekend and
Morehead State University Head Coach Bill Harrell can't wait to get

•

started .
Harrell, heading into his fourth campaign at MSU, has all

•

five starters and nine lettermen back from last year's squad which
won a share of the Ohio Valley Conference championship and compiled
a 16-11 record.

•

Scheduled to report Sunday afternoon are 19 varsity

candi~

dates, including two freshmen, six sophomores up from last year's
frosh unit and two sophomores who did not play last season •

•

Of the nine varsity returnees, only three are seniors--6-8
Ron Nicholson, 6-2 Bubba Abell and 6-3 Ike Unseld.

•

Besides Nicholson,

other returning starters are 6-5 All-American Leonard Coulter , 6-2
All-OVC Howard Wallen, 6-5 Eugene Lyons and 6-4 Bill Dotson .
Five intrasquad scrimmages are scheduled during pre-season

e

workouts, Harrell announced this week.

They are Oct. 27 at Breathitt

County High School, Nov. 2 at Marion County High School, Nov. 7 at
East Hardin High School, Nov. 20 at Danville High School and Nov. 21

•

at MSU.
Basketball Press Day is Wednesday, Oct. 25, starting at noon •

•

11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. - --Morc h ea d State University ' s basketball
Eagles, d e f e nding cha mpions of the Ohio Val l ey Conference, make
their first public app e aranc e of the season on Friday , Oct. 27 ,
at Breathitt County High School.
An intrasquad scrimma g e is scheduled at 8 p.m . in the BCHS

Gym .
Coach Bill Harrell ' s squad includes former All - Stater
Arch Johnson of Breathitt County, last year ' s top frosh scorer at
MSU and a candidate for a starting job this year on the varsity .

five regulars and nine lettermen back from last year ' s squad which
compiled a 16-11 record and grabbed a share of the OVC title .
Heading the returnees are 6-5 All-American forward Leonard
Coulter and All-OVC guard Howard Wallen .
co-captains.

They have been elected

Other starters back in harness are 6-8 Ron Nicholson ,

6-5 Eugene Lyons and 6-4 Bil l Dotson .
Besides Johnson, other promising newcomers are 6 -10 Mark
Hudson, 6 - 5 Gene Frye and 6-7 Eddie Scott.

########
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MOREHFAD, Ky.---Tennessee Tech's Golden Eagles, described
here this week as "awesome," provide the opposition Saturday in

•

Morehead State University's Golden Anniversary Homecoming Game •
Tech, 5-1 overall and 3-0 in the Ohio Valley Conference, is
corning off a 30-10 pasting of Western Kentucky last Saturday in

•

Cookeville.
The MSU Eagles, 2-2-1 on the year and 2-0-1 in the league,

•

have been idle since beating Austin Peay, 31-21, two weeks ago in
Clarksville.
Tech, nearly everyone's pre-season pick to win the OVC crown

•

this fall, now holds first place.

MSU currently has the second spot •

Five MSU coaches scouted Tech last weekend and all came away
impressed by Coach Don Wade's "tremendous" defense and his "powerful"

•

offense.
"Their operation of the Wishbone-T is as

•

I've ever seen," MSU Head Coach Roy Terry reported.

as any team
"If they play

here like they did against Western, I honestly don't see how we can
stop them.

•

gN~d

11

All-American linebacker Jim Youngblood, last year's OVC
defensive player of the year, spearheads the Tech defense.

•

Jeff Axel and quarterback Mike Ledford lead the offense.

Fullback
Ledfor~

was named the OVC's top offensive player last week and defensive
back John Fitzpatrick, who swiped three Western passes, was the

•

league's defensive standout •
(MORE)

•

•

msu football 2-2-2-2-2-2-2

"They have an awesome football team," Terry added.

•

haven't found any weaknesses.

"We

They're solid at every position ."

The Eagles , meanwhile, have been resting and hope to have
some of their injured back on the field Saturday .

•

Austin Peay game were senior safety Dennis Crowley and freshman
linebacker Karl Hop .

•

Still on the sidelines Saturday will be senior

defensive tackle Ray Mulroy and senior defensive back Bob Burnett •
MSU has not lost a Homecoming Game since 1967 .
would make five straight.

•

"we're playing our toughest opponent of the year Saturday and our
Tech rates as a heavy

favo rite."
A capacity crowd of 10,000 is expected for the 2 :30 p.m.
kickoff at Breathitt Sports Center Stadium.

•

•
•
•

Special pre-game and

halftime activities are scheduled as part of MSU's Golden Anniversary
Celebration.
11111111111111

•

A win Saturday

However, in the words of coach Terry:

people shouldn't be expecting too much.

•

Heldout of the
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehe ad State University's soccer team
ran its winning stre ak to four Monday when the Eagles blanked
Transylv ania, 4-0, in Lexington •

•

Vic Pinion and Jim Williams each scored two goals as
Dr. Mohamme d Sabie ' s soccerme n upped their record to 4 -2.

•

The

next game is Saturday night a g ainst Dayton at home •
Dr. Earl Bentle y ' s cross country Eagles raced to a 15-40
win over Marshall, sweeping the first five places.

They competed

m _ _ _ __., _ _ _

- ----·-.
Coach Sonny Allen ' s baseball Eagles split a doubleheader

with Eastern Kentucky, winning 7-2 and losing 3-0.

MSU closed

its first f a ll s e ason with a 9-3 record and a 4 - 2 mark i n the
Eastern Di v ision of the Ohio Valley Conference, good for a first
place tie with Te nnessee Tech.

1111111111 11 11
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•
MOREHEAD , Ky.---A pass interception by Tennessee Tech linebacker

·-

Dana Winningham snuffed out Morehe ad State's last rally h e re Saturday
as MSU dropped a. 28-17 decision in its Golden Anniversary Homecoming
Game •

•

Winningham returned th e theft 15 yards to the MSU 3 a n d Sam
Anderson dashed over for Tech's fourth touchdown with 1:06 to play
and the game was out of reach.

Tech ' s Golden Eagles had reclaimed the

lead in the seesaw battle four minutes earlier when rugged fullback
Jeff Axel scored his third touchdown of the day on a one-yard plunge .
MSU was traLling 21-17 when quarterback Dave Schaetzke , throwing
from deep in his own territory , tried for his third

11

bomb 11 of the

afternoon but Winningham picked the ball off at the 18 .
Earlier, Schaetzke completed touchdown tosses of 82 yards and
47 yards to junior flanker Vic Wharton .

Kirk Andrews kicked a 22-yard

field goal and both extra points to extend his school r ecord 3kein of ·
conversions to 32.
A capacity crowd of 10,000 saw MSU's record drop to 2-3-1 on
the year and 2-1-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference .

Tech strengthened

its hold on first place with a n overall mark of 6-1 and a 4-0 slate in
the OVC .
MSU had won four straight Homecoming games before highly-favored
Tech came to town to particip a te in the Golden Anniversary Weekend .
(MORE )

••

football 2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Axel scored on another one-yard plunge and a ·three-yard jaunt .
Butch Gentry kicked all four extra points •

•

Tech's Wishbone-T offense rol led up 387 yards with 270 on the
ground behind the rushing of Axel, who had 98 in 25 carries , and

·-

halfback Sam Anderson who picked up 66 in 11 attempts.
Tech scored 14 points in the last quarter to overcome MSU's
17-14 advantage at the end of the third period.

•

The go-ahead touch-

down resulted from an MSU fumble on the 42-yard-line in the fourth
quarter .

Tech scored nine plays later.

Schaetzke connected on five of 16 passes for 170 yards.
Wharton led the receivers with three catches for 1 52 yards and the two
TD's.

He was named MSU's most valuable player of the game .
Morehead State's Eagles are at

western Ky .

horn~

next Saturday against

Tech entertains UT-Chattanooga.

Kathy Parkes, Wheelersburg , Ohio senior, was introduced as
MSU's 1972 Homecoming Queen .
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Head Football Coach
Roy Terry started the season last month with three proven veterans

•

on defense.

Now he has none •

All have been sidelined by injuries with senior linebacker
Ken Hass, the squad's leading tackler, the last to bite the dust •

•

l!e was carried off the field Saturday with a knee injury an<l i.s gone
f0:. the year.

•

With eight starters taken by graduation and the

th~P.e

snr. vivors by injuries, it's no wonder that the Eagles have dropped
from second to the bottom of the Ohio Valley conference in team

•

c:-::=ense.
"It's really tough

•

Terry said this week as his battered Eagles prepare for
i nvasion by Western Kentucky.
eff0~t

•

to build a defense without a n ucleus,"
8 n~ar d2y ' s

"But our young men are gi.vjnq g r eat

and trying to ove rcome their lack o f experience .

In fact ,

las t week's game prob"' i. •• · 'I was our best de fe nsive game o f t'!le season . "
At least four fre shmen are expecte d to start fo :t· "···:·, on
dr->fi:;nse against the Hill toppers who are 4-2 on the year ar.c1 3·-1 in

•

t he OVC, good for second place .
MSU , now 2-3-1 after last Saturday's 28-17 loss to league-

•

l e ading Tennessee Tech, is tied for the OVC's third spot with a
league mark of 2-1-1 .
(MORE)

•

i«.:)Tj

Football 2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Western is coming off a 10-0 conquest of Eastern Kentucky
and has two of the OVC's top rushers in tailbacks Clarence Jackson
and John Embree.

Tackle John Bushong and end Brad Watson lead a

bruising defensive unit.
"We picked Western in pre-season as a contender and they've
certainly lived up to it," Terry added.

"Their offense is highly

versatile and that makes things even harder for a young defense like
ours."
Looking back at the Homecoming loss to Tech, Terry said a
fumble and a pass interception in the fourth period turned the game
around and kept the Eagles from scoring a major upset.
Leading 17-14 with about 10 minutes to play, MSU fumbled
on its own 42 and Tech recovered.
take the lead, 21-17.

They scored nine plays later to

MSU's Dave Schaetzke tried to pass his team

back into scoring position but Tech intercepted and returned the
ball to the MSU 3.

They scored again two plays later with less than

two minutes remaining.
Schaetzke accounted for 214 yards of total offense, including
touchdown bombs of 82 yards and 47 yards to flanker Vic Wharton.
Kirk Andrews broke another MSU placekicking mark with his fifth
field goal of the year, a 22-yarder, and extended his consecutive
extra points to 32.
Saturday's kickoff is set for 2 p.rn. in MSU's Breathitt
Sports Center Stadium.
10-25-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Head Basketball
coach Bill Harrell believes that experience and bench strength should

•

make his team even stronger this season •
The Eagles return all five starters and nine of 11 lettermen from last year's young team which won a share of the Ohio Valley

•

Conference title and compiled a 16-11 record •
Addressing MSU's Basketball Press Day luncheon recently,
the fourth-year head coach said the availability of "much better
reserves" would allow him to play more pressure defenses and to give
his starters more rest each game.
"A good bench will definitely help us but the biggest asset
will be all of that experience from last year," Harrell reported.
"This team grew up in that stretch drive last year and they can
handle themselves in any kind of situation."
Heading MSU's returnees are All-OVC picks Leonard Coulter, a
6-5 forward, and Howard Wallen, a 6-2 guard.

Coulter won All-America

honors after leading the ovc in rebounding and finishing second in
scoring .

He was named the league's "sophomore of the year."

was the team's playmaker and second highest scorer.

Wallen

Both are juniors.

Other starters back are juniors Eugene Lyons, a 6-5 forward,
and Bill Dotson, a 6-4 guard, and senior Ron Nicholson, a 6-8 center.
Both of the squad's top reserves, 6-2 senior guard Bubba
Abell and 6 -3 junior forward Lowell Ashby, also are returning.
(MORE)

•
•

~

basketball 2-2-2-2-2-2
Up from last year's frosh unit are 6-5 Arch Johnson, 6-5

Gene Frye, 6-10 Mark HUdson and 6-1 James Washington.

Eddie Scott,

a 6-7 sophomore who did not play as a freshman. is expected to help.

•

Harrell said 6-8 freshman Terry Hay had made a strong
showing in the first two weeks of practice and may win a varsity
berth.
The Eagle mentor picks Murray State as the top OVC team in
Kentucky and Austin Peay as the league's best in Tennessee.
11

We think we'll have another good basketball team." he said.

"But only time and games will tell. 11
MSU opens the season Nov. 27 at the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte.

The first home tilt is Nov. 29 against Morris

Harvey.

#######
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1972 Fall Sports Scoreboard
FOOTBALL (2-4-1)

SOCCER (4-3)

xa vier 26, MSU 7
Marshall 27, MSU 24
MSU 35, Middle Tenn. 35 (tie)
MSU 27, Murray St. 24
MSU 31, Austin Peay 21
Tenn. Tech 28, MSU 17
Western Ky. 35, MSU 6
Nov. 4 At East Tenn. (2:00)
11 ILLINOIS ST. (2:00)
18 At Eastern Ky. (1:30)

Kentucky 2, MSU 1
Louisville 3, MSU 1
MSU 3, Asbury 1
MSU 4, Bellarmine 2
MSU 2, Berea O
MSU 4, Transylvania 0
Dayton 1, MSU O
Nov. 4 At Murray St.
(2:00)
10-11 At Kentucky
Tournament
(Berea, 9 a .m.)

CROSS COUNTRY (3-0)
MSU 15, Marshall 40
Eastern Ky. 24, MSU 32
Vincennes 90, Rio Grande 100
Owensboro Invitational (4th of 9)
MSU 19, Cumberland 36
Ashland Invitational (3rd of 14)
Western Ky. Invitational f3rd of 12)
MSU 15, Marshall 40
Southern States Invitational {2nd of 12)
Nov. 4 At OVC Championships
(East Tenn . , 11 a .rn.)
Best Times By Individual
5 Miles
24:38, Dennis Schafer vs.
Cumberland
6 Miles
29:48, Ron Pontrich,
Western Ky. Inv it.
GOLF ( 1-0)

Eastern Ky. Invitational (6 th of 8)
MSU 435, Bellarrnine 498
Murray St. Invitational (7th of 12)
Tenn. Tech Invitational (7th of 15)
Low Round - Charlie Doran & Drex
Davis, 71.

•
•

(Fina 1)

BASEBALL (9-3)

{Final)

Western Ky. 5~1, MSU 4-2
MSU 5-0, East Tenn. 0-4
MSU 3-10, Berea 0-0
MSU 2-2, Tenn. Tech 1-1
MSU 5-14, Western Ky. 4-3
MSU 7-0, Eastern Ky. 2-3
BATTING: H. Cablish,.370.
RBI's: Cablish, 19.
HOMERS: Cablish, 4.
PITCHING: J. Garman, 4-0.
E.R.A.: Garman, 0 . 93 •
TENNIS (2-2)

(Final)

Eastern Ky. 5, MSU 4
Eastern Ky. 7, MSU 2
MSU 7, Cumberland 2
MSU 7, Centre 2
SINGLES
Jeff Williams, 2-2
Steve Erickson, 1-3
Jim Haley, 0-3
Torn Ruge, 2-2
Bill Spell, 3-1
Gary Lawrence, 3-1
Roger Hendri ckson, 1-0
DOUBLES
Williams - Hendrickson,0-1
Haley - Spe l l, 3-1
Ruge - Lawrenc e, 4-0
Williams - Eri ckson, 1-2
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---This week for the first time in seven games,
•

Morehead State university's football coaching staff didn't pick any
outstanding players in last Saturday's game.

•

"We couldn't find anyone who did a good job in that terrible
exhibition," Head Coach Roy Terry said of his squad's 35-6 loss to
Western Kentucky at home.
It was MSU's worst defeat in 13 years and Terry said several
changes were being made in an effort to avoid such "disasters" in the
future .

•

"We embarrassed ourselves and the university and our people
are ashamed of their performance," the first-year coach added .
MSU's only bright spot of the otherwise dreary afternoon was
a 30-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Dave Schaetzke to flanker
Mark Altenburger .

A bad snap resulted in a missed conversion attempt,

stopping Kirk Andrews' school record streak at 32.
Terry revealed that eight positions would have new faces when
the Eagles take the field this Saturday against East Tennessee at
Johnson City.
Starting on defense will be linebacker Mike Jackson, tackle
Louis Gideon and end Roland Williams.

Moving into the offensive

lineup are tackles Mike McCardwell and Gerry Anthony, split end
Mark Altenburger, fullback Bill Cason and tailback Frank Jones.
Cason and Jones have started before but were not in the opening
lineup against Western.
(MORE)

•
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•

The Eagles are now 2-4-1 on the year and 2-2-1 in the Ohio
Valley Conference .

TWo straight losses in the OVC have dropped them

from second place to fourth •

•

East Tennessee, 1-5 overall and 1-3 in the league, dropped
a 35-34 decision to Appalachian State last Saturday for its fourth
straight loss .
The Buccaneers are led by quarterback Alan Chadwick, the
OVC's offensive player of the week last Saturday and the total

e

offense leader.
Chadwick and Schaetzke have been battling for the total
offense lead all year and the East Tennessee passer moved back
into the lead this week .
"We have to minimize their passing game to have a chance , "
Terry reported after getting a scouting report on the Bucs .
The Eagles rank eighth in team defense in the ovc but their
secondary has yielded only six s coring passes in seven games.
Saturday's kickoff is set for 2 p.m . EST.
111111111111#
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MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Morehead State University's cross country
team heads into the Ohio Valley Conference championship meet this
Saturday in what Coach Earl Bentley predicts will be a seven-team
battle for second place.
"There are several good squads in the conference this year
but I don't see how anyone can stop those Irishmen," Bentley said in
reference to East Tennessee's "Irish Brigade," OVC champs for the
past two seasons.
The annual meet starts at 11 a.m. at the

Vet~rans

Administration center near the East Tennessee campus in Johnson City .
Bentley, whose Eagles finished third in the OVC last year,
is concerned about the health of two of his runners.

Junior Jack

Sivori and sophomore Dennis Schafer ran in the Southern States
Invitational last weekend but both were under par and the Eagles
finished second in the 12-team field.
Junior Ron Pontrich, however, escaped the virus and captured
the individual title for MSU .

Other squad members are seniors Nick

Tsanges and Hosea Johnson and freshman Doug Osborn • .
MSU finished the 1972 season with a 3-0 mark in dual
competition, placed second fn the only quadrangular meet of the
year, took third in the Western Kentucky and Ashland invitationals
and fourth in the Owensboro tournament.

, 1111111111 HII
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---New orders for basketball season tickets
at Morehead State Uni versity will be filled starting Nov. 13 and
last year's ticket holders have until Nov. JO to renew their
seats.
Season tickets are $22 for the 11 games, a savings of

$5 .50 over the per game price of $2.50 per seat.
All general admission tickets are $? and will be sold
only at the gate for each game.
MSU opens the 1972-73 home season ~ov. 29 against Morris
Varsity games start at 7 : 30 ~.m. and preliminaries at

Harvey.

5: 30 p.m.
Other home dates are Dec . 2, Mercer; Dec. 5, Virginia
Commonwealth; Jan . 13, Austin Peay; Jan. 15, Murray St.; Jan.
24, Marshall; Jan . 29, East Tenn. ; F·e b . 17, Western Ky.; Feb.
19, Middle Tenn.; Feb. 26, Tenn. Tech; and March 3, Eastern Ky.

11-1-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's annual
Football Awards Banquet is scheduled Monday, Nov. 20, in the
ballroom of the Adron Doran University Center.
Tickets are $2.50 and may be purchased at the door or
after Nov. 13 at the University Business Office and the football
office at Breathitt Sports Center Stadium.
The banquet starts at 6:30 p.m. and includes presentation of team and individual awards for the 1972 season .
Principal speaker will be MSU President Adron Doran.
Dean of Students Buford Crager will be toastmaster.
###
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1972 Fall Baseball Statistics (Final)
Record: 10-4 (4-2, OVC East)
Pla~er

Baron
Baker
Dille
Ison
Cablish
Harp
Cordial
Ferguson
Richards
Marsilio
McDaniel
Kurtz
Garman
Whitaker
Schlemmer
Wood
Davidson
Danner
DUf f
Weir
Gadlage
Tucker
Kohls
' Tackett
Dowdy
Nooe
Arnold
Totals

G

AB

14
14
14
11
14
13
6
9
1
14

43
39
45
34
46
33
10
20
3
35
3

3
5

5
6
8
4
2

3
1
2
2

3
2
6
2
3

....!.
14

Player
G
CG
McDaniel 3 0
:Kurtz
5
2
Garman
5 ·4
Danner
1
0
. l'
Duff
0
Weir
2
0
Davidson 2
0
Cordial
2
0
Gadlage . 2
l
Kohls
2
1
Totals
14
8

R
7
6
9
11
10
2
1
0
0
4
0
1
0
2
4
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

7

10
8
19
2
0
1
1
2
2
5
6
11
3
~

_Q

0
_Q

391 .

64

w

·L

0
0

1
2
0
0

0

1

0
1
2
1
10

0
0
0
0
0
4

l

4

r

H
9

10
14
10
17
6
3
6
1
7
1
1
2
0
7
0

HITTING
2b 3b
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0

Batt.

!!!.
0
0
1
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5

0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
1
1

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4

0
0

l

2
4
2
1
_Q.
106

0
1

ill
0
0
.1
0
l
;...Q.
11

~

6
3
3
3
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

PITCHING
. saves
IP
H
0
14
9 I73
..
0
22 .1/3
18
. .
' 20
0
29
l
1/3
1
0
3
3
0
5
6 ·
0
2 2/3
0
o. 10
8
·4
0
8 2/3
7
0
12 1/3
81
1 102 2/3

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
2
0

--2.
20

R

lT .
6
4
0
4
2
2
2
0
4
35

so
3
4
1
3
4
12
2
5
1
10
2
2
5
0
1
l

0
0
1
0
0
0
1
2

0
0

....Q.
60

ER so
10 7
4 17
3 12
p
0
·4
2
2
2
2
2
2 ' 7
0 . 10
· 4 18
31 77

RBI
4
4
3
2
19
4
l
1
l
3
0
0
2
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
l•

BB
10
10
4
4
5

4
1
5
1
6
0
0
l

1
4
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

l

2
0
l

2
1
0

....!.

_Q

63

BB

9

7

8
0
7

1
3
5
1
11 .
52

-

53

ERA

9.64
1.61
0 . 93
0.00
12 . 00
3.60
6.75
1 . 80
0 . 00
2 . 92
2.72

RESULTS
Western Ky. 5-1, MSU 4-2
MSu s-·o, East Tenn . 0•4
Marshall 5-6, MSU 2-8
MSU 3-10, Berea 0-0

~

.209
.256
. 311
.294
.370
.182
.300
.300
.333
. 200
.333
.143
.200
.000
.368
.000
.000
.000
. 000
. 500
. 500
.200
. 333
• 364
.667
. 333
. 000
.271

MSU 2-2, Tenn . Tech 1-1
MSU 5-14, Western Ky. 4-3
MSU 7.:.0, Eastern Ky . 2-3

•
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M:>REHEAD, Ky,---Dave Schaetzke came back and Morehead State
University football fans are glad he did.
The wiry quarterback showed

his ~ old

form last Saturday at

East Tennessee and his 286 yards of total offense carried MSU to a
14-7 win over the Buccaneers.
The victory disappointed a Homecoming crowd at Johnson City
and snapped MSU's two-game .losing streak.

The Eagles now are 3-4-1

on the year and 3-2-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference.
"Dave looked like the great quarterback of the past two
years down there," said Head coach Roy Terry.

"He's completely

healthy for the first time this season."
Schaetzke, who had been troubled with a shoulder injury,
passed for 153 yards and two touchdowns and ran for another 133
yards to become the OVC's "offensive player of the week."

He also

reclaimed the league's total offense leadership.
The Toledo junior completed 11 of 19 passes in his best
aerial showing of the year.

Scoring passes went to fullback Roger

Reese for one yard and to tight end Gary Shirk for nine .

Kirk

Andrews kicked both extra points.
While Schaetzke was powering the offense, a rebuilt defense
made the best showing of the year by holding the Bucs to 242 yards
and one touchdown .

East Tennessee's total offense was 120 yards

below what MSU had yielded on the average in its seven previous
games.
(MORE)

.msu football 2-2-2-2-2-2
JUnior cornerback Geary Clutter saved the win with a pass

•

interception with 14 seconds to play.

Earlier, freshman linebacker

Rick Fox had stopped an ETSU scoring drive on another stolen pass.
Junior tackle Durwood Brittle was picked as the team's top

•

defensive performer with 10 tackles, four assists and two sacks of
the quarterback.

Junior Louis Gideon, playing tackle for the first

time in his life, came up with seven tackles and six assists.
Fox, who became a starting linebacker when Gideon was injured
earlier this season, had nine tackles and four assists to go with
his interception.

Freshman linebacker Mike Jackson also had nine

stops and four assists.
Sophomore tailback Frank Jones rushed for 76 yards in 20
carries.

Shirk, a senior and the team captain, and sophomore split

end Mark Altenburger each caught four passes.
"We had great effort from everyone,

11

Terry added.

"Our

young men proved that their poor showing against Western was a
fluke."
The Eagles face Illinois State this Saturday at 2 p . m. in
the final home game of the year .

The Redbirds are 6-3 after last

weekend's 28-21 loss at Central Michigan.
"It will be a tough game," Terry predicted.

"Illinois

State is big and they have a fine passing quarterback and two
excellent runners."
Saturday's game will be part of High School Guest Weekend
at MSU.
11-6-72

Several hundred visitors are expected.
11111111111111

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1972 Fall Sports Scoreboard
FOOTBALL (3-4-1)

SOCCER (5-3)

Xavier 26, MSU 7
Marshall 27, MSU 24
MSU 35, Middle Tenn. 35 (tie)
MSU 27, Murray St. 24
MSU 31, Austin Peay 21
Tenn. Tech 28 , MSU 17
Western Ky. 35, MSU 6
MSU 14, East Tenn. 7
Nov. 11 ILLINOIS ST. (2:00)
18 At Eastern Ky. (1:30)

Kentucky 2, MSU 1
Louisville 3, MSU 1
MSU 3, Asbury 1
MSU 4, Bellarmine 2
MSU 2, Berea O
MSU 4, Transylvania 0
Dayton 1, MSU 0
MSU 2, Murray St. 1
Nov. 10-11 At Ky. Tournament
Berea (vs. Aebury,3 p.m.)
BASEBALL (10-4)

CROSS COUNTRY (3-0)

(Final)

(Final)

MSU 15, Marshall 40
Eastern Ky. 24, MSU 32
Vincennes 90, Rio Grande 100
Owensboro Invitational (4th of 9)
MSU 19, Cumberland 36
Ashland Invitational (3rd of 14)
Western Ky. Invitational (3rd of 12)
MSU 15, Marshall 40
Southern States Invitational (2nd of 12)
OVC Championships (5th of 8)

Western Ky. 5-1, MSU 4-2
MSU 5-0, East Tenn. 0-4
Marshall 5-0, East Tenn.0-4
MSU 3-10, Berea 0-0
MSU 2-2, Tenn. Tech 1-1
MSU 5-14, Western Ky. 4-3
MSU 7-0, Eastern Ky. 2-3
BATTING: Cablish, .370.
RBI's: Cablish, 19.
HOMERS: Cablish, 4.
PITCHING: Garman, 4-0.
E.R.A.: Garman, 0.93.

Best Individual Times
TENNIS (2-2)
5 Miles
6 Miles

GOLF (1-0)

24:38, Dennis Schafer vs.
Cumberland
29:48, Ron Pontrich,
Western Ky. Invit.
(Final)

Eastern Ky. Invitational (6th of 8)
MSU 435, Bellarmine 498
Murray St. Invitational (7th of 12)
Tenn. Tech Invitational (7th of 15)
Low Round - Charlie Doran & Drex
Davis, 71.

11-6-72

(Final)

Eastern Ky. 5 , MSU 4
Eastern Ky. 7, MSU 2
MSU 7, Cumberland 2
MSU 7, Centre 2
SINGLES
Jeff Williams, 2-2
Steve Erickson, 1-3
Jim Haley, 0-3
Tom Ruge, 2-2
Bill Spell, 3-1
Gary Lawrence, 3-1
Roger Hendrickson, 1-0
DOUBLES
Williams - Hendrickson, 0-1
Haley - Spell, 3-1
Ruge - Lawrence, 4-0
Williams - Erickson, 1-2

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KY 40351

•
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AC : 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Ray Mullins feels he has been well cast in
his role as head athletic trainer at Morehead State University.
In fact, the cast extends from his thigh to his ankle and
makes him "one of the boys" on MSU's injury-riddled football squad.
Mullins underwent knee surgery six weeks ago after being hit
on the sidelines.

He was examining a player and had his back to the

field when a ball carrier and tackler landed on top of him.
His unusual situation has been typical of the hard luck
faced each week by first-year Head coach Roy Terry.
"The surgeons and the hospitals have cleaned up this fall,"
Terry said of the operations which sidelined six of his returning
lettermen, including four starters.
Less severe injuries have forced five other regulars to miss
from one to five games as the Eagles have struggled to a 3-4-1
record with two games to play .
"We'll be lucky if they don't cancel our insurance before
the season ends," said Terry, who now has six first-year men in his
defensive lineup and two rookies on offense.
"Our defensive huddle looks like a meeting of the freshman
class," he added .

"We've made so many changes that it takes one

coach just to keep the names straight."
(MORE)

msu injuries 2-2-2-2-2-2-2
But things haven't been all bleak for the young head coach .
He heard the other day that he was being nominated for "coach of
the year."
By the American Medical Association.

#######
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Amateur boxing comes to the Morehead State University

.

campus this Thursday night under sponsorship of the MSU Veterans
Club.
A card of 12 bouts starts at 7 p.m. in the multi-purpose
room at Button Auditorium.

Each fight will consist of three,

two-minute rounds.
Admission is one dollar.

Proceeds go to the club's

scholarship fund.

1111111111111111
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M:>REHEAD, Ky . ---Morehead State University basketball fans
get a pre-season look at the Eagles on Tuesday, Nov. 14 , in the
annual Scholarship Preview Game.
The intrasquad scrimmage starts at 7:30 p.m . in Wetherby
Fieldhouse.

Admission is 75 cents in advance and one dollar at

the door.
Staged each fall to raise money for scholarships , the game
is sponsored by MSU's Interfraternity and Panhellenic councils.
Coach Bill Harrell will send his starters and top subs
against the rest of the team .

If necessary, both squads will be

altered at halftime to assure balanced competition.
The Eagles return all five starters and nine lettermen
from last year's team which won a share of the Ohio Valley
Conference championship and compiled a 16-11 record .
MSU opens the regular season Nov . 27 at the University
of North Carolina at Charlotte.
######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's fall baseball
campaign is history and Coach Sonny Allen has become a booster of the

•

mandatory split season in the Ohio Valley Conference •
The Eagles finished with a 10-4 mark overall and a 4-2 slate
in the OVC's Eastern Division, good for a first place tie •

•

"I had some reservations about the fall season when it was
first approved," Allen said.

•

"But we're real pleased with the way

things worked out."
The split season was initiated by the OVC in an effort to
take advantage of good weather in the fall.

•

spring seasons will be counted toward the championship •
Allen said the weather factor turned out to be a good one for
his squad.

•

The Eagles had only two fall changes because of rain •

Last spring's schedule was affected 22 times by bad weather.
"We had a good fall season,

•

Games in the fall and

11

Allen added.

"Our defense and

pitching were excellent and our overall hitting improved near the
end."
By the end of the season, four MSU regulars were sidelined with

e

injuries.

Senior shortstop Bob Ison and senior catchers John Marsilio

and Bob Richards are expected to be ready by spring.
righthander Glen McDaniel may have to undergo surgery.

•

pitched since last spring.
(MORE)

•

But senior
He has not

8

MSo· ~a.~ eball 2-2-2-2-2-2

Sophomore righthander Jeff Garman topped the Eagle hurlers

e

with a 4-0

r~cord

and an earned run average of 0.93, a school record.

He is 8-0 since coming to MSU a year ago.
Junior first baseman Homer Cablish led the team in hitting

•

with a .370 average, in home runs with four, in runs batted in with
19, in doubles with five and in hits with 17.

•

"Our young players did a fine job," Allen said.

"We were

especially pleased with the development of third basemen Gary Ferguson
and Jim Schlemmer and shortstop Dicky Tackett."

•

Steve Hamilton, former major league pitcher who retired last
summer, was Allen's assistant coach this fall.

•
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Ky.---Morehead State University's cross country

up the 1972 season last weekend with a fifth place finish

in the Ohio Valley Conference •
Dr. Earl Bentley's Eagles were paced by Ron Pontrich who
placed 18th in the individual competition.

e

MSU compiled 129 points

to finish ahead of Austin Peay. Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech.
Other Eagle scorers were Dennis Schafer, 21st; Nick Tsanges,
25th; Hosea Johnson, 30th; and Doug' Osborn, 35th •

•

The championship meet was held at East Te nnessee and the host
school won the team title for the third straigh t year.
MSU's regular season

~r.oduced

a 3-0 record in dual meets with

a win over Cumberland and two O'Ter Marshall.

The Eagles placed second

in their only quadrangular meet.
Tournament finishes included second in the Southern States
at Cumberland College and third in the Ashland, Western Kentucky and
Owensboro invitationals.
Schafer's time of 24:38 against Cumberland established a
new school record for five miles.

Pontrich rewrote the six-mile

mark with a 29:48 clocking in the Western Kentucky Invitational.
Tsanges and Johnson are the squad's only seniors.
llllllllttll
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Mohammed Sabie hopes defense will carry
his Morehead State University soccer team to the Kentucky collegiate

I

championship this weekend at Berea.
The Eagles, 5-3 in regular season play, meet Asbury on

•

Friday at 1 p.m. in the opening game of Division A of the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Soccer Association.

Murray State and Louisville clash

at 3 p.m. in the other first round game.

•

"Our defense is fast and experienced but we have had some
difficulty scoring at times," Dr. Sabie said this week.

"However, our

two leading individuals are as good as any in the state."

•

He was referring to center forwards Jim Williams, a senior,
and Vic Pinion, a sophomore.

•

Dr. Sabie expects both to contend for the tournament's most
valuable player award.
Of its three division foes, MSU has beaten Asbury, 3-1, and

I

Murray State, 2-1, and lost to Louisville, 3-1.
"With a couple of breaks, we could win the championship,"
the coach added.

•

•

•

"Our young men are very anxious to play."

Dr. Sabie has compiled a 51-16-4 record since MSU adopted
intercollegiate soccer in 1966 .

His athletes do not receive

scholarship aid •

######
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1972 Fall Sports Scoreboard
SOCCER (7-3) (Final)
Champions)

FOOTBALL (3-5-1}
xavier 26, MSU 7
Marshall 27, MSU 24
MSU 35, Middle Tenn. 35 (tie)
MSU 27, Murray St. 24
MSU 31, Austin Peay 21
Tenn. Tech 28, MSU 17
Western Ky. 35, MSU 6
MSU 14, East Tenn. 7
Illinois St. 20, MSU 0
Nov. 18 At Eastern Ky. (1:30)
CROSS COUNTRY (3-0)

(Final)

MSU 15, Marshall 40
Eastern Ky. 24, MSU 32
Vincennes 90, Rio Grande 100
Owensboro Invitational (4th of 9}
MSU 19, Cumberland 36
Ashland Invitational (3rd of 14}
Western Ky. Invitational (3rd of 12)
MSU 15, Marshall 40
Southern States Invitational (2nd of 12)
OVC Championships (5th of 8}
Best Individual Times
5 Miles
6 Miles

GOLF (1-0)

24:38, Dennis Schafer vs.
Cumberland
29:48, Ron Pontrich,
Western Ky.
Invitational
(Final)

Eastern Ky. Invitational (6th of 8)
MSU 435, Bellarmine 498
Murray St. Invitational (7th of 12)
Tenn. Tech Invitational (7th of 15)
Low Round
Charlie Doran & Drex Davis, 71.

11-13-72

{State

Kentucky 2, MSU 1
Louisville 3, MSU 1
MSU 3, Asbury 1
MSU 4, Bellarmine 2
MSU 2, Berea O
MSU 4, Transylvania 0
Dayton 1, MSU 0
MSU 2, Murray St. 1
Ky. Tournament
MSU 2, Asbury 0
MSU 2, Murray St. 0
BASEBALL (10-4)

(Final}

Western Ky. 5-1, MSU 4-2
MSU 5-0, East Tenn. 0-4
Marshall 5-0, MSU 0-4
MSU 3-10, Berea 0-0
MSU 2-2, Tenn. Tech 1-1
MSU 5-14, Western Ky. 4-3
MSU 7-0, Eastern Ky. 2~3
·,Batting: Homer Cablish,. 370.
RBI's: Cablish, 19.
Homers: Cablish, 4.
Pitching: Jeff Garman,4-0.
E.R.A.: Garman, 0.93.
TENNIS (2-2)

(Final)

Eastern Ky. 5, MSU 4
Eastern Ky. 7, MSU 2
MSU 7, Cumberland 2
MSU 7, Centre 2
Singles
Jeff Williams, 2-2
Steve Erickson, 1-3
Jim Haley, 0-3
Tom Ruge, 2-2
Bill Spell, 3-1
Gary Lawrence, 3-1
Roger Hendrickson, 1-0
Doubles
Williams - Hendrickson, 0-1
Haley - Spell, 3-1
Ruge - Lawrence, 4-0
Williams - Erickson, 1-2
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's up-and-down
football team was down again last Saturday in the final home game of
the season.
Illinois State overpowered the Eagles to take a 20-0 victory,
MSU's first shutout loss in 52 games dating back to 1967.
"We didn't play as badly as the score indicates," said MSU
Head Coach Roy Terry.

"Our offense just couldn't produce the big

play when we needed it."
Quarterback Dave Schaetske, the

t~tal

offense leader ·in the

Ohio Valley Conference, hit on 15 of 31 passes for 138 yards and
rushed for 32 more.

However, two of his passes were intercepted to

kill scoring opportunities.
MSU's deepest penetration was to the ISU 17 late in the
first half.

But an interception and a 57-yard runback put Illinois

State in position for a field goal.
Saturday's defeat was MSU's fourth in five home games.

Terry

was at a loss to explain his squad's poor showing on the home turf.
In their overall record of 3-5-1, the Eagles are 1-4 at home and
2-1-1 on the road.
"It's another of the strange things we've experienced this
season," the first-year coach added.
for us in away games."

(MORE)

"Things have just gone better

msu

!~otball

2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Terry is hopeful the good fortune on the road will continue
this week when the Eagles travel to Richmond to meet Eastern
Kentucky in the season finale for both schools.
The Colonels were drubbed last Saturday by Appalachian State,
55-7, and have a record of 4-6.
"Everyone knows that records don't matter when Eastern and
Morehead State get together,

0

Terry said.

"It will be another

tough game."
The kickoff is set for 1:30 p.m. at EKU's Hanger Field.
llllllllll#
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MOREHEAD, Xy.---Inside forward Jim Williams did all of the
scoring last weekend as Morehead State University won the Kentucky
college . soccer championship at Berea.
· ·. 1

Williams was among four MSU players named to the 10-rnan
all-tournament team.
MSU blanked Asbury, 2-0, in the semi-finals and dropped
Murray State by the same score in the title game.

Williams scored

all four goals .
"We thought we had the defense to do the job and that's
exactly what happened, " said Dr. Mohammed Sabie, MSU's soccer coach.
"All of our young men gave a very good account of themselves and Jim
Williams was outstanding."
Also named to the all-tourney squad from MSU were halfbacks
Don Powell and Joel Williams and inside forward Vic Pinion.
The Williamses and their other triplet brother, Jon, are
three-year lettermen.
ll~man

starting

They are among seven seniors on Dr. Sabie's

unit.

MSU finished the season with an overall record of 7-3.
Dr. Sabie has compile d a 53-16-4 record since
intercollegiate soccer in 1966.
scholarship aid.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's football,
soccer and cross country teams will be honored Monday, Nov. 20 ,
at the annual Fall Sports Banquet.
Tickets for the 6:30 p.m. dinner at the Adron Doran
University Center are $2.50 and may be purchased at the door or the
University Business Office.
Team and individual awards will be presented in all three
sports.

Principal speaker will be MSU President Adron Doran.

######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Both teams have losing records and both were
soundly beaten last week.

Both have been hobbled by injuries

throughout the season.
But all of this will be meaningless Saturday afternoon when
Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky renew one of Kentucky's strongest football rivalries.
"Both teams probably will play like its the Super Bowl," MSU
Head Coach Roy Terry said of the 1 : 30 p.m. encounter on EKU's Hanger
Field.

"Our series has a history of close, hard-fought games and

this year should be no exception."
Terry's Eagles are 3-5-1 on the year following last week's
20-0 loss to Illinois State.

coach Roy Kidd's colonels are 4-6 in

the wake of last week's 55-7 setback at Appalachian State.
MSU is 3-2-1 in the Ohio Valley conference and holds fourth
place.

Eastern is 2-4 in fifth position.
Terry, in his first year with the Eagles, hopes to extend

M.SU's three-game winning streak over the Colonels.

But he has high

regard for Eastern's personnel, especially running back Alfred
Thompson, wide receiver Larry Kirksey, defensive tackle Wally
Chambers and linebacker James croudep.
The Eagles lost their sixth regular to injuries this week
when it was reported that sophomore Joe Gay would miss the Eastern
game because of a leg injury.
him

Freshman Cal Long was named to replace

at the left safety spot.

11-16-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Morehead State University opens the
basketball season soon and Head Coach Bill Harrell is understandably
eager to get started.
The Eagles return all five starters and nine of 11 lettermen
from last year's team which won a share of the Ohio Valley
Conference championship .
"All of our key people are back and they're better because
of experience," Harrell said this week, "but our biggest improvement
will be in depth .

We have five or six good players corning up to the

varsity to go with the two fine subs from last year."
MSU opens the season Nov. 27 at the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte .

Ten members of the 12-man traveling squad

have been picked and four sophomores are battling for the other two
spots.
Harrell said 6-7 forward Eddie Scott, 6-1 guard James
Washington, 6-5 guard Gene Frye and 6-10 center Mark Hudson are
under consideration .
"We've had spirited competition since the start of practice
and it makes our players give their best at all times," the fourthyear head coach added.

"All 20 of our young men want to start on

the varsity and that's what it takes to be a winner."
(MORE)

.

'

msu basketball 2-2-2-2-2-2-2
Returning starters are 6-5 All-American forward Leonard
Coulter, 6-2 All-ovc guard Howard Wallen, 6-5 forward Eugene Lyons,
6-4 guard Bill Dotson and 6-8 center Ron Nicholson.

All but

Nicholson are juniors.
Key reserves are 6-2 senior guard Bubba Abell, 6-3 junior
forward Lowell Ashby, 6-5 sophomore forward Arch Johnson, 6-8
freshman center Terry Hay and 6-2 sophomore guard Glenn Turner.
The balance of the squad will make up MSU's junior varsity,
dubbed the "Young Eagles."
MSU has been picked in several pre-season polls to win the
OVC title.

Harrell said his players accept the pressure of being

picked on top and want to be MSU's first team to win 20 games in
a season.

Three squads have

WQn

19.

"We're going to concentrate on each game as it comes along
and try to have any problems solved by the time the conference
season opens in January," he added.
Of the returning starters, each appears improved since last
year.

Harrell reports Coulter is more confident, that Lyons is

quicker and a better shooter, that Nicholson is 20 pounds heavier
and more aggressive, that Wallen is tougher physically and better
defensively and that Dotson is displaying more leadership and
sharper outside shooting.
"To be frank, we're hopeful of a great season," Harrell
concluded.
It# 11111111##
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M:>REHEAD, Ky .---Morehead State university ended its foot ball
season Saturday with a 28-6 loss to arch-rival Eastern Kentucky at
Richmond.
The Eagles never led in the game as Eastern pulled to a 14-6
hal f time lead.

MSU's only score came on a 23-yard pass p l ay from

Dave Schaetzke to flanker Vic Wharton .
Wharton, a former MSU basketball guard, caught four passes
for 100 yards and tight end Gary Shirk grabbed six for another 60
yards.
Schaetzke completed nine of 22 passes for 142 yards but
f umbles and interceptions ended several promising MSU drives .
Fumbles by Shirk on the EKU 16 and by Schaetzke on a play
t h at started on the EKU 24 killed two drives in the first quarter .
An

interception by Eastern's Jackie Miller broke up another

Eagle advance later in the game .
The loss drop ped MSU's overall record to 3-6-1 and 3-3-1 i n
the Ohio Valley Conference.

The Eagles of first-year Head Coach Roy

Terry finished fourth in the ovc, ahead of Eastt rn in the standings.
Schaetzke finished the season with 1,411 total yards ,
bringing his three-year total to 4 , 204.
nine games.
" 11 11 11 1111 If
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He averaged 1 56. 7 y ard9 i r.

:

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Rowan County and East Carter are paired
Tuesday, Nov. ?l, in the opening game

o~

the 31st annual

Easter~

Kentucky Conference Basketball Tournament.
The tipoff is scheduled for 7 p.m. in Wetherby Fieldhouse
on the campus of Morehead State University.

Meeting in the second

game will be West Carter and Menifee County.
First round games on Wednesday, Nov. 22, pit Sandy Hook

.

against Salyersville in the opener and Morgan County against defending
champ University Breckinridge in the nightcap.
No games are scheduled Thursday, Nov. 23, because of
Thanksgiving.

Semi-finals are Friday night with the consolation

and title games on Saturday night.
All seats are $1.50 and will be sold only at the gate for
each session.

Ticket windows open at 6:30 p.m.

Game officials are Don Hardin and

W~rren

Cooper of Morehead,

Robert Kouns of South Shore and Nelson Allen of Russell.
Ronda! D. Hart of Breck is the tournament manager.

Others

on the staff ·are Keith Kappes, PA annquncer; George Sadler, official
timer; and Vinson Watts, official

score~ .
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Senior tight end Gary Shirk of Richwood, Ohio,
was named Morehead State University's most valuable football player
Monday night at the annual Fall Sports Banquet.
Shirk, team captain and a four-year starter, was the
leading Eagle pass receiver this year.

He is expected to be picked

in the pro draft in January.
Ron Pontrich, Louisville junior, was chosen as the outstanding
cross country performer.

Don Powell, a junior from Pataskala, Ohio,

was named the top soccer player on MSU's state championship team.
Powell and Jim Williams, Joel Williams and Vic Pinion were
recognized as all-tournament selections by the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Soccer Association.
Other football awards included Kirk Andrews, scholastic;
Dave Schaetzke, best offensive back: Chuck Steiner, best offensive
lineman; Dave Cox, best defensive lineman; Joe Gay, best defensive
back; Ken Hass, senior leadership; Vic Wharton, big play; and
Ron French, scout team.
MSU President Adron Doran was the banquet's principal
speaker.

llllHHHH
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University recently
completed its first losing football season in four years but
Head Coach Roy Terry isn't making any apologies.
"All of us are disapnointed with the season and the
way it turned out," the fixsit-year coach said.
lose because of lack of effort.

"But we didn't

our young men gave their best

at all times and we' re proud of them ...
The Eagles turned in a 3-6-l final mark and took fourth
place in the Ohio Valley Conference with a 3-3-1 slate against
league teams.
Terry, who said he had been hopeful of a 5-5 record when
the season began, said the team's misfortunes resulted from the
loss of key personnel to injuries early in the year.
"We' re not making excuses,

11

he added.

"But it' s tough to

overcome the loss of six starters when you're already thin in
experienced people. 11
The Eagles lost all three of their returning regulars on
defense and their top rusher , tailback Jimmy Johnson.

As a result,

eight freshmen earned varsity letters and six of them were in the
starting lineup for the last three weeks of the season.
"This year's problems will help us in the future because
these young men got to play when they ordinarily would have been
on the bench most of the time,

11

Terry said.

"We' 11 have 17 of our

starters back next year."
(more)
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Senior tight end Gary Shirk, a four-year starter and
this year's captain, was named the most valuable MSU gridder
of 1972 .
Other awards included junior quarterback Dave Schaetzke,
best offensive back;
lineman;

junior guard Chuck Steiner, best offensive

junior end Dave Cox, best defensive lineman;

sophomore

safety Joe Gay, best defensive back: senior placekicker Kirk
Andrews, scholastic leader;
leadership;

senior linebacker Ken Hass, senior

junior flanker Vic Wharton,

"big play": and freshman

linebacker Ron French, best scout team performer.
Statistically, Schaetz ke piled up 1,411 yards of total
offense to lead the OVC for the second straight year.

Sophomore

tailback Frank Jones was the team rushing leader with 489 yards
in 137 carries.

Shirk caught 29 passes for 330 yards and one

touchdown and Wharton, playing his first year after switching
from track, grabbed 15 aerials for 456 yards and five TDs.
Freshman linebacker Rick Fox paced the team in individual
tackles with 69 and junior tackle Durwood Brittle made the most
defensive plays with 65 tackles and 28 assists.

Senior cornerback

Ernie Triplett recovered three enemy fumbles and Gay swiped three
passes.

Junior quarterback Lou Mains punted for an average of

39.l yards.
Andrews closed his career by

leadi~g

the team in scoring

with 33 points on five field goals and 18 of 20 extra points.

His

season effort including the breaking or tying of eight MSU kicking
records.

,, _..,.,_...,..,
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Basketball
Coach Bill Harrell is either very confident or a good actor.
For someone who's lost his starting center for the first
six weeks of the season, he appeared relaxed and in high spirits
this week as his Eagles prepared for Monday night's opener at
the Univer sity of North Carolina at Charlotte.
MSU lost the services of 6-B senior Ron Nicholson earlier
this week because of a broken hand.

Nicholson, a defensive ace

who blocked 104 s hots last year, hit the bottom of the backboard
during a scrimmage and is expected to miss the first eight games .
"Ron has worked r eal hard this fall and it's a shame that
he h as to sit out part of the season," Harrell said .
important to our program and we'll miss him.

"He's very

But we have to find

someone else to take up the s lack until that hand heals and the
doctors say he can come back."
Nicholson was among five starters returning for MSU this
fal l and one of the reasons the Eagl es have been picked to win
the Ohio Valley Conference championship and to improve on last
year's 16-11 record.

MSU tied for the OVC crown last season.

Harrell, beginning his fourth year at MSU, said three
newcomers would get a chance to win the center spot.

They are

6-7 sophomore Eddie Scott, 6-10 sophomore Mark Hudson and 6 - B

freshman Terry
try.

Hay .

Ha rrell indicated Hay would get the first

The husky freshman was the No. 2 center when Nicholson

was injured.
The four definite starters are 6-5 juniors Leonard Coulter
and Eugene Lyons at forward and 6-2 junior Howard Wallen and
6-4 junior Bill Dotson at guard.

senior Bubba Abell.

The first sub at guard is 6-2

Top forward reserves are 6-5 sophomore Arch

Johnson and 6-3 junior Lowell Ashby.
"We're very anxious to get started," Harrell said with

a smile.
11-24-72
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1972 Fall Sports Scoreboard

FOOTBALL (3-6-1)

(Final)

Xavie r 26, MSU 7
Marshall 27, MSU 24
MSU 35, Middle Tenn. 35 (tie)
MSU 27, Murray St. 24
MSU 31, Austin Peay 21
Tenn. Tech 28, MSU 17
Western Ky. 35, MSU 6
MSU 14, East Tenn. 7
Illinois St. 20, MSU 0
Eastern Ky. 28, MSU 6
CROSS COUNTRY (3-0)

(Final)

MSU 15, Marshall 40
Eastern Ky. 24, MSU 32
Vincennes 90, Rio Grande 100
Owensboro Invitational (4th of 9)
MSU 19, Cumberland 36
Ashland Invitational (3rd of 14)
Western Ky. Invitational (3rd of 12)
MSU 15, Marshall 40
Southern States Invitation (2nd of 12)
OVC Championships (5th of 8)
Best Individual Times
5 Miles

24:38, Dennis Schafer vs.
Cumberland

6 Miles

29:48, Ron Pontrich,
Western Ky. Invitational

GOLF (l-0)

(Final)

Eastern Ky . Invitational (6th of 8)
MSU 435, Bellarmine 498
Murray St. Invitational (7th of 12)
Tenn . Tech Invitational (7th of 15)
LOW Round
Charlie Doran & Drex Davis, 71.

11-27-72

~OCCER

(7-3) (Final)
Champions)

(State

Kentucky 2, MSU 1
Louisville 3, MSU 1
MSU 3, Asbury 1
MSU 4, Bellarmine 2
MSU 2, Berea O
MSU 4, Transylvania 0
Dayton 1, MSU 0
MSU 2, Murray St. 1
Kl: • Tournament
MSU 2, Asbury 0
MSU 2, Murray St. 0
BASEBALL (10-4)

(Final)

Western Ky. 5-1, MSU 4-2
MSU 5-0, East Tenn. 0-4
Marshall 5-0, MSU 0-4
MSU 3-10, Berea 0-0
MSU 2-2, Tenn. Tech 1-1
MSU 5-14, Western Ky. 4-3
MSU 7-0, Eastern Ky. 2-3
Batting:
RBI Is:
Homers:
Pitching:
E.R.A. :
TENNIS

Homer Cablish, .370.
Cablish, 19 .
Cablish, 4.
Jeff Garman, 4-0 .
Garman, 0.93.

(2-2)

(Final)

Eastern Ky. 5, MSU 4
Eastern Ky. 7, MSU 2
MSU 7, Cumberland 2
MSU 7, Centre 2
Singles
Jeff Williams, 2-2
Steve Erickson, 1-3
Jim Haley, 0-3
Tom Ruge, 2-2
Bill Spell, 3-1
Gary Lawrence, 3-1
Roger Hendrickson, 1-0
Doubles
Williams - Hendrickson, 0-1
Haley - Spell, 3-1
Ruge - Lawrence, 4-0
Williams - Erickson, 1-2
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Morehe ad State full-court press was effective
Monday night as the basketball Eagles fought to a 85-78 opening game
victory at University of North Carolina at Charlotte.
During the final eight minutes of play, MSU's press forced the
49ers into seven turnovers and the Eagles conv erted six of them into
baskets.
The Eagle attack was paced by Leonard Coulter's 34 points and
15 rebounds .

Playmaking guard Howard Wallen added 25 points and seven

assists.
MSU was playing without its regular center, 6-8 Ron Nicholson,
who suffered a broken hand last week .

Terry Hay, a 6-8 freshman, and

Eddie Scott, a 6-7 sophomore, filled in for Nicholson but the 6-5
Coulter worked some in the pivot.
Hitting on 55 per cent of its shots, MSU received strong bench
support from 6-3 Lowell Ashby and 6-2 Bubba Abell.
Ashby connected on fi v e of seven shots and Abell four of five
as MSU protected a slim lead.

After trail i ng early, the Eagles fought

to a 41-38 halftime lead.
MSU was leading 61-60 with 7 : 48 to play when Head Coach Bill
Harrell applied the press for the first time.

Within two minutes, the

Eagles led by nine points and had control of the game.
(MORE}

•
•
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Coulter, an All-OVC

performer who is picked on several pre-

season All-America teams, hit 14 of 20 shots.

Wallen, a 6-2 All-OVC

guard, hit 12 of 19 attempts •

•

Robert Earl Blue, a slender 6-6 forward, led UNC-C with 26 points.
The 49ers sank 30 of 66 shots for 45 per cent.
Harrell praised the play of substitutes Ashby and Abell.

He

called the performances of Scott, Hay and 6-5 sophomore Arch Johnson,
who were playing in their first varsity game, ''highly creditable."
The coach pointed out that MSU is the first OVC team to defeat
UNC-C on its home court.
MSU hosts Mercer University Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
varsity plays Lees College in a 5:30 p . m. preliminary game.

The junior
Virginia

Commonwealth is here TUesday at 7:30 p.m.
Mercer posted a 19-7 record last season while Virginia Commonwealt
won 15 and lost only four.
MSU travels to Eastern Kentucky Dec. 11 for its first OVC game
of the season.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Dave Schaetzke
and Gary Shirk have been named to the first team of the All-Ohio
Valley Conference football squad.
Two other Eagles were picked for the second unit and four
MSU players received honorable mention in the balloting by the
league's head coaches.
Schaetzke, a junior quarterback from Toledo, Ohio and
Shirk, a senior tight end and 1972 captain from Richwood, Ohio, were
listed on the All-OVC offensive unit.
On the offensive second team is junior flanker Vic Wharton of
River Rouge, Mich., and on the defensive second unit is junior end
Dave Cox of Paoli, Ind.
Receiving honorable mention were junior defensive tackle
Durwood Brittle of Louisville, junior offensive guard Chuck Steiner
of Springfield, Ohio, junior center Nick Nighswander of Burgoon, Ohio,
and freshman linebacker Rick Fox nf Loyall, Ky.
The Eagles of Head Coach Roy Terry finished in fourth place
with an OVC record of 3-3-1 and an overall mark of 3-6-1.

111111 II II#
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Basketball Coach
Bill Harrell is becoming fond of the full-court press.
His Eagles have used it twice this season and won both games in
the closing minutes by converting opponent mistakes into baskets.

The

technique worked Monday night on the road as MSU dropped UNG-Charlotte,

85-78, and it stopped a Morris Harvey rally Vv ednesday night as the Eagles
raced to a 98-89 win at home.
"We'll have to use the press quite a bit until Ron Nicholson gets
back into the lineup,•: Harrell said.
and defensive help we get from Ron.

"It helps us offset the loss of rebounding
11

The Eagle mentor was referring to his 6-8 senior center who is
sidelined with a broken hand and who is expected to be out until the first
of the year.
Defense may be worrying Harrell but he has no complaints about his
offense with forward Leonard Coulter and guard Howard Wallen each
averaging 27 points and the team almost 92.

The 6-5 Coulter led the

way against UNCC with 34 points and Wallen added 25.

Things were turned

around in the Morris Harvey game and Wallen was the leader with 29 and
Coulter came up with 20.
Wallen, like Coulter an All-OVC performe r last season, has racked
up 17 assists in two games.

Coulter, last year's rebound leader in the OVC,

ha s pulled down 33 missed shots so far.
(more)
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Eugene L yons, a 6-5 forward, had only four points at Charlotte
but tallied 23 against Morris Harvey and grabbed 11 rebounds.
Bill Dotson, a 6-4 guard and another returning starter, has been
playing in spite of the flu, Harrell reported.
MSU has used four different players at center, including Coulter,
and Harrell has yet to decide on a definite replacement for Nicholson.
Terry Hay, a 6-8 freshman, started both games.

Eddie Scott, a 6-7

sophomore, also has seen considerable action.
Mark Hudson, a 6-10 sophomore, had a good showing against Morris
Harvey and drew lukewarm praise from Harrell.
"Mark was about 40 pounds too heavy when practice started this
fall and he didn't work hard enough to make the varsity for the Charlotte
trip,

11

Harrell said.

"However, he indicated Wednesday night that he

may be trying to make a real basketball player."
Hudson played about 15 minutes for the varsity and scored nine
points, blocked two shots and snared four rebounds.

Earlier, he had

27 points and 10 rebounds as the MSU junior varsity whipped the Morris

Harvey jayvees, 89-73.
The Eagles play the second of three straight home tilts Saturday
night against Mercer University, a new addition to "major" classification
in NCAA basketball.

The Bears return four starters and nine lettermen

from last year's squad which finished 19-7.
The MSU jayvees meet Lees College in the 5:30 p. m. preliminary.
Varsity tipoff is 7:30 p. m.

########
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University rallied in the
second half behind Leonard Coulter 's 20 points to edge Mercer University,

· 95-91, Saturday night as the unbeaten Eagles ran their record to 3-0.
Coulter, who had 31 points for the night ; also grabbed 15 rebounds.
Bill Dotson added 21 points and Mark HUdson had 14.

Howard Wallen chipped

in with 12 and Arch Johnson came off the bench to get 10.

HUdson also

had nine r ebounds.
Billy Smith led Mercer with 16 points and 15 rebounds.
Hardin had 14 points.
,

Leonard

It was the season opener for ·the Bears from

__ ._..._....... ,
Mercer pulled ahead midway through the second hal f , 68-63, but

MSU went to a full-court press and three straight baskets by Coulter
put the Eagles back in front to stay , 76-72, with 8:02 to play.
Merce r came back to close within two, 93-91, with 19 seconds
left but Coulte r hit two straight free throws to ice the game with

·i

six seconds remaining.
MSU led at halftime, 45-43.
11111111111111
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The game was tied 10 times.

•

•
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z.DREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's junior

• -

varsity basketball team ran its record to three wins without

a loss Monday nigbt by walloping Sue Bennett Junior College,
102-63, at London •

•

James Moorman, a 6-6 sophomore, topped the Young Eagles
with 24 points and 24 rebounds as MSU led all the way.

•

Others

hitting in double figures were Mike Wallen, 16; Terry Hay, 13;
Ike Unseld, 13; Gene Frye, 12: and James Washington, 10.
MSU came from behind in the second half to defeat

___,_ ______

•

-

-

.J,. - - -

...... _

-

-

•

poured in 20 points and Moorman added 16 rebounds and 13 points.

•

Freshman Terry Hay scored 14 •
The junior varsity also won its opene.r last Wednesday,
beating Morris Harvey's jaycees, 89-73.

e

Mark Hudson, a

6-10 sophomore center, earned a promotion to the varsity with
his 27-points and 10 reboundso
The "Young Eagles" are coached by graduate assistants

•

Eddie Conley and Ron Reedo

They travel to Somerset Conununity

College tonight (Thursday) and play the Georgetown College

•

jaycees Saturday at Georgetowno

111111 1111 11
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(Special to The Morehead News)

Leonard Coulter pumped in 31 points and grabbed 17 rebounds
Tuesday night to lead Morehead State University of a 103-90
basketball victory over Virginia Commonwealth University.
Reserve forward Arch Johnson added 22 points and nine
rebounds as Coach Bill Harrell's unbeaten Eagles ran their season
record to 4-0.

Howard Wallen and Eugene Lyons each had 16 points.

Bernard Harris led the VCU Rams with 24 points.

Dave

Edwards and Jesse Dark each had 18.
MSU led at halftime, 50-42, but Virginia Commonwealth
rallied early in the second half and took a brief lead, 54-53, with
15:58 to play.

Coulter and

Wall~or

six straight points

and the Eagles were back in front to stay, 59-54, at the 14:20 mark.
MSU took a 51-45 margin in rebounding and forced the taller
Rams into 28 turnovers.

VCU connected on 57. 9 per cent of its

field goal attempts.
Bill Dotson recorded a season-high 11 assists and Wallen
had nine scoring passes as the Eagle guards consistently penetrated
the VCU defense.
Johnson, a sophomore who played most of the game, hit on
nine of 11 field goal attempts and Coulter, a junior, connected on
1 5 of 21.
MSU is idle until next Monday when they travel to Eastern
Kentucky University.
12- 5-7 2
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Dayton, Ohio, has

been elected to the freshman cheerleading squad at
Morehead State University.
She is the daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Jesse Walsh ,
2630 Normont, Dayton, Ohio.
MSU's coeducational cheering squad is responsible
for student support of the junior varsity basketball team
in all home games at Wetherby Fieldhouse.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's basketball team is
4-0 on the year but Head Coach Bill Harrell still hasn't solved his
problem

at center.
The Eagles dropped Virginia commonwealth Tuesday night, 103-90,

to make it three straight at home and four in a row since the season
began last week.

They are idle until visiting Eastern Kentucky next

Monday.
But back to the center situation and Harrell's search for a
dependable pivot man to hold the job until 6-8 senior Ron Nicholson
recovers from a broken hand.
Harrell started 6-8 freshman Terry Hay in the first two
victories and the youngster came up with only four points.

He has

since been moved back to the junior varsity for seasoning.
Mark Hudson, a 6-10 sophomore, came on in reserve in the second
game and made a good showing with nine points and five rebounds .

He

started the third game and scored 14 points and snared nine rebounds.
But when Hudson started the fourth game, he lasted only a few minutes.
Arch Johnson, a 6-5 sophomore forward, came into the game and
Leonard Coulter moved to the pivot.

Johnson never got out of the

lineup as he scored 22 points and recovered nine rebounds.

Coulter

decided he liked playing inside and responded with 31 points and 17
rebounds.
(MORE)

msu basketball 2-2-2-2-2-2
Harrell says he is faced with two choices as the Eagles prepa re
f or Eastern and their only Ohio Valley Conference game until midJanuary.

He can continue experimenting with his tall newcomers or he

can start Johnson at forward and leave Coulter in the middle.
The first choice gives him the 6-10 Hudson, 6-8 Hay or 6-7
sophomore Eddie Scott to send against teams with tall front lines.
The second choice gives him a smaller, quicker lineup which averages
slightly over 6-4 .
MSU's guards, 6-4 junior Bill Dotson and 6-2 junior Howard
Wallen, will start regardless of the inside situation.
"It's going to be hard to keep Johnson out of the lineup,"
Harrell said, noting the former Breathitt County All-Stater had
connected on nine of 11 field goal attempts against Virginia
Commonwealth.

"Arch has good speed to go with his fine shooting

touch," Harrell added, "and his rebounding and defense are improving
daily ."
Coulter, the OVC's "sophomore of the year" last season , h as
built his averages to 29 points and 16 . 2 rebounds.
20 . 5 per game and getting almost nine assists .

Wallen is scori ng

Eugene Lyons, a 6-5

junior and the other forward, is scoring 11.5 and retriev ing seven
rebounds per outing .
In team statistics , the Eagles are averaging 95 . 2 points p e r
game .

Team shooting is nearly 50 per cent .
11 11 1111111111
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By Rick Covington
MSU Student Journalist

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Balanced scoring and a full-court press
carried the MSU "Young Eagles" to a 79-66 victory over the Georgetown
College j ayvees Saturday night at_ George'town.
Georgetown could not handle the press and committed numerous
turnovers which helped the "Young Eagles" to their fifth vi·ctory
without a loss.
James Moorman led MSU with 20 points.

Gene Frye added 16

points and shared rebounding honors with Moorman.

Each had 13.

Carl Hempfling paced Georgetown in scoring with 14.

Skip

Redmond a reserve 1 had 10 points for the Tigers.
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MSU shot 45 per cent from the field and Georgetown hit 40 per cent.
The loss dropped Georgetown's record to 2-4.
Two nights earlier, MSU's Moorman poured in 32 points and
grabbed 22 rebounds to lead the "Young Eagles" to a 93-75 victory
over Somerset community College.
Ike Unseld hit for 23 points and Terry Hay had 18 points
and 13 rebounds.
Somerset was led by Chester Smith who tallied 20 points and
snared 10 rebounds.

Jack Coffey added 16 points for the Cougars.

Somerset fell to 3-5 on the year.
The "Young Eagles" r e turn to action Dec. 22 at Marshall.

#######
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(Special to The ·Morehead News )

Morehead State University's four-game basketball winning
streak was snapped Monday night in Richmond as hot-shooting Eastern
Kentucky edged the Ea·gles , 90-85, in the Ohio Valley Conference
opener for b oth schools.
MSU, now 4-1 on the season and 0-1 in the l eague, was
led by Eugene Lyons w h o tallied 24 points.

Leonard C oulter and

Arch Johnson each had 18 and Howard Wallen added 15.
Coulter grabbed 10 rebounds and Johnson, a sophomore
who started for the first time, retrieved eight.

Lyons came up

with seven.
Charlie Mitchell paced the EKU Colonels with 24 points
and 11 rebounds.

Dan Argabright added 16 points and 14

rebou~ds .

continued to play with 6-8 senior center Ron Nicholson who is
sidelined with a broken hand.
"It's hard too beat anyone who shoots like they did,

11

MSU

Head Coach Bill Harrell said of Eastern' s nearly 54 per cent field
goal fl.Ccuracy .

MSU connected for 43 p er cent.

...

The Colonels raced to a 46-36 halftime lead but MSU rallied
to within two midway in the second half.

However , Eastern sank

four straight baskets and carried at least a five-point margin the
rest of the .way.
Lyons hit 11 of 15 shots in his best effort of the young
season.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's swimming and
wrestling seasons opened their seasons with victories this week.
Coach Bill Mack's tankmen swamped Louisville, 81-37, taking
10 of 13 events in the home water of Senff Natatorium.

Individual

winners included Mike Miller, 1000-yard freestyle; Rick Fuller, 200
freestyle; John Wade, 60 freestyle; Mike Gooch, 240 individual
medley; Ken Watkins, 200 butterfly; Ed Calhoun, 100 freestyle; Jack
Abeln, 200 backstroke; Larry Ridgeway, 500 freestyle; and Billy Lowe,
optional diving.
Fuller, Abeln, Brent Lange and Steve Wiseman won the 360
medley relay.
The Eagle swimmers return to action Jan. 19 at Marshall.
Coach Dan Walker's MSU grapplers defeated Kentucky, 33-15, winninJ
seven of the 10 weight classes and four on pins.
Pinning their UK foes were Mickey Rzyrnek, Chuck Freels, Steve
Morgan and Al Jordan.

Winning by decisions were Brian Keefe, Chip

Allen and Gerry Anthony.
The Eagle rnatmen are idle until hosting UT-Chattanooga
on Jan. 12 at Wetherby Fieldhouse.
111111111111
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M:>REHEAD, Ky. --- 1-t>rehead State Ulliversity•s
swimming and wrestling teams have opened their seasons with
victories.
Coach Bill Mack's · tankmen swamped Louisville, 81-37,
taking 10 of 13 events in the home water of Senff Natatorium.
The Eagle swimmers return to action Jan. 19 at Marshall.
Coach Dan Walker's grapplers defeated Kentucky, 33-15,
winning seven of the 10 weight classes and four on pins.
The Eagle rnatmen are idle until hosting UT-Chattanooga
on Jan. 12 at Wetherby Fieldhouse.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Averaging almost 18 points more than their
opponents, Morehead State University's "Young Eagles" are unbeaten
after five junior varsity basketball games.
The jayvees have defeated Morris Harvey, Lees College, Sue
Bennett, Somerset Community College and the Georgetown College
jayvees.

They're scoring 88.4 points per game and holding the

opposition to 70.6 points.
James Moorman, a 6-6 forward, is averaging 19.2 points and
16.6 rebounds.

Terry Hay, a 6-8 center, and Ike Unseld, a 6-3

forward, are averaging 14.2 points .
Mark Hudson, a 6-10 center, and Eddie Scott, a 6-7 forward,
scored 27 and 20 points respectively in one appearance each with
the "Young Eagles."
MSU has outrebounded opponents 297 to 214 with Hay averaging
14.2 and Unseld 7.0.

MSU is hitting better than 46 per cent of

its field goal attempts.
The jayvees are coached by graduat e assistants Eddie Conley
and Ron Reed.

They return to action Dec. 22 at Marshall.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"The Danville Dandy" and "Torn Terrific"
meet Monday night at Ann Arbor, Michigan and it won't be a
matchup of comic strip heroes.
"The Danville Dandy", otherwise known as Morehead State
University basketball ace Leonard Coulter, leads the Eagles
against the University of Toledo in the first game of the Michigan
Invitational Tournament.
And '.'Tom Terrific", whose real name is Torn Kozelko, will
guide defending champion Toledo into the 7 p.rn. clash at the
University of Michigan's Crisler Arena.
Michigan and Western Michigan, like Toledo a member of
the Mid-American Conference, meet in the 9 p.rn. nightcap . Winners
and losers are paired Tuesday night.
Coulter, a 6-5 junior forward, is averaging 26.8 points
a game and has paced the Eagles to a 4-1 record.

He was the

"sophomore of the year" in the Ohio Valley Conference last season
and was picked to the All-OVC squad and two sophomore All-America
teams.
Kozelko, a 6-8 senior center, was the MAC "player of the
year" last season and won All-MAC honors for the second time.
MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell describes him as "the best big man
we've played against since Jim McDaniels.
(MORE)
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Kozelko led Toledo to a 105-88 victory over the Eagles
last year in Toledo.

It was the first basketball meeting between

the two schools.
"We'd sure like to avenge last year's loss but it's going
to be tough to do it without Ron Nicholson, · Harrell said in
11

reference to his own 6-8 center who is sidelined with a broken hand.
The Eagles won four straight without Nicholson but the
absence of his rebounding and defensive skills was fatal in Monday
night's 90-85 loss to Eastern Kentucky.
Harrell said 6-5 sophomore forward Arch Johnson would stay
in the starting lineup on the basis of his 18-point effort at EKU.
Coulter

rem~ins

temporarily at center.

"A:cch, Leonard and the rest of our young men are doing a
tremendous job in spite of our height disadvantage, " Harrell
added.

"We've tried a lot of tricks but haven't been able to

duplicate an experienced center who can block 104 shots a year . "
Harrell reported that Nicholson is not expected to return
to action until early January.
"But we aren't making any excuses," the coach said.
people are scrappers and they'll give you a battle."
1111111111
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Special to the Morehead News

Morehead State

Univ~rsity's

Ea gles lo st. two games

by a total of three points this week in the Michigan
Invitational Tournament at Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mike Steele, a junior forward for Western Michigan,
sank two free throws with two seconds remaining to defeat
MSU 76-74 TUesday in the consolation game . _
Hampered by a sprained ankle that caused him to
miss 14 minutes, Leonard Coulter led MSU with 20 points.
Howard Wallen with 1 7

;::mn

11r,..r. .T",.."""'"'1'.'l ..,-: '-,._ , , ·-·--- :-.: -:

in double figures.
Western Michigan held a 33-32 halftime lead and
stretched it to seven a t one point, but the Eagles fought
back to tie the score at 74.
Bill Harrell's Eagle s had lost 94-93 to Toledo
the previous night as Bob Conroy sank a free throw with
five seconds left to give th e Rockets a 94-91 margin .
Johnson's last-second basket from mid-court accounted
for the final score.
(MORE)

Sports Info-2-2-2

Toleqo's 6-8 center Tom Kozelko, led all scorers
with 37 points.

Wallen paced MSU's attack with 28 points

as six Eagles hit in double

figur~s.

Bill Dotson scored 16,

Eugene Lyqns 14, Coulter 13 and Johnson and Mark HUdson
10 each.
Morehead State led 20-12 with 13 minutes left in
the first half and the score was tied three times before
the Rockets took a 43-42 halftime lead.
The lead exchanged hands frequently during the
second half and MSU last led 62-60 with 13:09 remaining.
With seven

s~conds

left, MSU missed a 10-foot shot and

Conroy was fouled after Kozelko grabbed the rebound.
The losses ran MSU's losing string to three and
dropped its overall record to 4-3.
Marshall Friday at Huntington.
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Ky.---Morehead State University's Leonard
....:._ C~ulter ranks highly in three categories in statistics released
~- last

week by_ the National Collegiate Sports Services.

- __ -'!'_he 6-5 junior forward-center from -Danville placed
eighth in rebounding with an average of 16.3 per game.

He is

13th in scoring average with 29.0 points a game and also
ranks 13th in field goal percentage, hitttng 61.7 per cent.
As a team, tne Eagles of He ad Coach Bill Harrell placed
.

.

- 14th in team offense with an average of 93 •.2 points a game.
The Eagles competed in the Michigan lnvitational
Tournament Monday and Tuesd~y.

They travel to Marshall Friday.
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MOREI-<""EAD , Ky . --- Morehead State Uni versity's basketball .squ ad
t ravel t o Hu nting t on, W . Va . Frida y nig ht a nd Head Coach Bill Ha rr e ll is
h oping that history will r e peat its elf when h is Eagles t angle w ith nati on allyranked Mars h all Unive rsity.
It was a l most exactly a year ago when MS U, pl aying withou t the se rvices
of 6-8 center Ron Nichol s o n, b ree zed into Mars h a ll's Me morial F i e ld House
and upset the natio nally-ranke d H erd, 103 7 98.
M a rshall i s 6 - 1 this season afte r captu ring its own invitational
t ourna ment title l as t week.

The Thundering Herd i s 20th in thi s week' s UPI

ratings .
But Morehead Sta te's b asketball fortunes have taken a downturn i n
recent days with three s traight l osses by a t ota l of eig ht points.

The l os ing

skein began la s t Monday nig ht with Eastern Kent ucky and came on the heels of
a four- ga m e w inning streak.
Eastern dropped· MSU , 9 0 - 85 , and t he Eagles re groupe d for this week' s
appearances in the Michigan Invitational Tournament.

Still playing w ithout the

service s of Nicholson , whose broken hand w ill keep him out of action until
mid-January, the defending OVC tri- champions l os t squeaker s t o Tol edo and
W estern Michi gan.

Toledo s hot a sizzling 57 per cent and edged MSU , 94 - 93 ,

and Wester n Michigan got two clutc h free throws with two seconds l eft for a
76 - 74

dec i sion~

''We have n't been s h ooting well a nd our r e bounding has b ee n te r r i ble , "
Harre ll sa id.

" Our people have b een trying real hard to make up for Nichol so n

and perha ps they 're overdoing it. "
Harre ll sa id he was considering another alteration of his starting line up
for the Mars hall game ,
fir s t seven games .

The Eagles have used four different line ups i n t heir

The most recent starter in Nicholson' s vacant spot is 6 -1 0

sophomore Mark Huds on,
"Mar s hall has a g reat team and we ' ll have to get things t ogether if we
hope t o be competitive," the .fourth-y ea r MSU me ntor added .
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Western Michigan 76, Morehead State 74
throws

ANN ARBOR, Mich . - -- Mike Steele sank two free

with two seconds remaining here Tuesday night to give Western
Michigan a 76-74 basketball victory over Morehead State in
the consolation game of the University of Michigan Invitational
Tournament .

Broncos

Steele paced the

with 24 points .

Chuck Milliner

added 18 points and a game-high 16 rebounds .
Leonard Coulter led MSU with 20 points and 15 rebounds
despite sitting out 14 minutes with a twisted ankle .

Howard

Wallen scored 17 and Arch Johnson added 11 .
The game was nip ana.I tuck throughout the
last 11 minutes with the lead changing hands

six

times .. .
Steele ' s game-winning throws came after Wallen had tied
the game at 74-74 on a layup with 24 seconds left .

MSU j umped

to an 18- 9 lead irrthe early going but Western Michigan rallied
and

held a 33-32 lead at

intermissiorr~

The taller Broncos took a 58-42~ rebounding adv.antage
while MSU was hitting on 31 of 81 shots for 38 per cent.
It was MSU ' s third straight loss and dropped the Eagles
to a 4- 3 record .

Western Michigan now is 3- 3 .

Morehead State resumes regular season play Friday at
Marshall1•
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Toledo 94, Morehead State 93

ANN ARBOR, Mich. ---

Hot-shooting Toledo got 37 points

from center Tom Kozelko and staved off a last-minute rally
here Monday night to take a 94-93 basketball victory over
Morehead State in the first round of the University of
Michigan Invitational Tournament.

--

MSU plays the loser of the Michigan-Western Michigan
Tuesday at 7 p .m. in the tourney ' s ~ consolation i::.a=:t tilt.
Toledo, now 5-1 on the year, canned 37 of 65 field
goal attempts for a blistering 57 per cent.

Kozelko, last

»B:SZ season's player of the year in the Mid-American

Conference, hit on 15 of 17 .
It was the second straightlloss for Coach Bill Harrell's
Eagles, dropping their record to 4-2.
Howard Wallen paced MSU with 28 points .
added 16 and Eugene Lyons had 14.

Bill Dotson

Leonard Coulter scored 13

and grabbed a game-high 13 rebounds.
Reserve center Mark Hudson ISHYtl9K and sophomore forward
Arch Johnson each scored 10.

Huds on, a 6-10 sophomore,

fouled out with six minutes to play and Kozelko scored
seven points in that span to help hold off the Eagles.
MSU rallied to within two, 93-91, with 14 seconds left
but a missed 10-footer with seven seconds to play gave Toledo
the ball and MSU immediately fouled.
Guard Bob Conroy hit a free~throw with five sec onds
remaining t o ice the game a t 94- 91.

Johnson hit from midcourt

at t he buzzer t o make it 94-93 at the end.
Toledo l ed a t haiftime, 43-42 .
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